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Abstract  
The ground source resources are becoming more and more popular and now the ground 

source heat pumps are frequently used for heating and cooling different types of buildings. 

This thesis aims at giving a contribution in the development of the thermal modelling of 

borehole heat storage systems. Furthermore, its objective is to investigate the possibility of 

implementing of a GSHP (ground source heat pump) with vertical boreholes, in order to 

deliver the heating and cooling demand for a passive house and to emphasize some certain 

advantages of this equipment even in the case of a small building (e.g. residential house). 

A case study is presented to a suitable modelling tool for the estimation of the 

thermal behaviour of these systems GSHP by combining the outcome from different 

modelling programs. In order to do that, a very efficient residential solar house (EFden 

House – a passive residential single-family house, which was projected and built in 

Bucharest with academic purposes) is being analysed.  

The numerical results are produced using the software DesignBuilder, EED (Earth 

Energy Designer) and a sizing method for the length of the boreholes (ASHRAE method). 

The idea of using 2 different modelling programs and another sizing method for the borehole 

heat exchanger design (ASHRAE method) is to make sure that all the calculations and 

results are valid and reliable when analysing such a system theoretically (in the first phases 

of implementing a project), before performing a geotechnical study or a thermal response 

test in order to assess the feasibility of such a project beforehand.  

The results highlight that the length of the borehole, which is the main design 

parameter and also a good index in estimating the cost of the system, is directly influenced 

by the other fundamental variables like thermal conductivity of the grout, of the soil and the 

heat carrier fluid. Also, some correlations between these parameters and the COP 

(coefficient of performance) of the system were made. The idea of sizing the length of 

boreholes using two different methods shows the reliability of the modelling tool. The results 

showed a difference of only 2.5%.  Moreover, the length of borehole is very important as it 

was calculated that can trigger a difference in electricity consumption of the GSHP up to 

28%. 

It also showed the fact that the design of the whole system can be done beforehand 

just using modelling tools, without performing tests in-situ. The method aims at being 

considered as an efficient tool to estimate the length of the borehole of a GSHP system 

using several modelling tools. 

 

Keywords: Low enthalpy Geothermal Energy, Borehole Heat Exchanger, Ground Source 

Heat pump, Ground water, Design Builder, EED (Earth Energy Designer) 

 

 

 
 



 

 

 

Nomenclature 

𝐆𝐒𝐇𝐏 / PAC Ground Source Heat Pump 

𝐇𝐃𝐏𝐄 High Density Polyethylene 

EED Earth Energy Designer 

𝐁𝐇𝐄 Borehole Heat Exchanger 

ASHRAE The American Society of Heating, Refrigerating and Air Conditioning 

HVAC Heat Ventilation and Air Conditioning 

𝐋𝐓𝐆𝐄 Low Temperature Geothermal Energy 

𝐕𝐋𝐓𝐆𝐄 Very Low Temperature Geothermal Energy (T<30˚C) 

𝐃𝐩𝐢 PEHD tubes inner diameter 

𝐃𝐩𝐨 PEHD tubes outer diameter 

𝐤𝐩 Thermal conductivity of the PEHD pipes 

𝐝 Drilling diameter 

𝐤𝐠 Thermal conductivity of the well’s filling material (grout) 

𝐤𝐬 Thermal conductivity of the ground 

𝐂𝐩𝐬 Specific heat of the ground at constant pressure 

𝐡𝐢 Convection coefficient in the PEHD tubes 

𝐓𝐠 Initial temperature of the ground 

𝐓𝐩 Correction temperature linked to the interaction with the other wells/boreholes 

𝐑𝐛 Thermal resistance of the wells/boreholes 
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CHAPTER 1 – INTRODUCTION 
 

Energy use in buildings represents a major share of the overall energy used in developed 

countries. The reduction of the energy demand and the efficient energy use are often seen as 

feasible ways for a more sustainable energy use in the built environment.  

 

Considering the instability of the price of fossil fuels and taking into consideration the need for a 

strong reduction of CO2 emissions in the context of an increased global awareness and in the 

context where European Union is taking strong actions by 2020 to mitigate the effect of climate 

change, renewable energies (alongside with ground source resources/ geothermal energy) will 

expand their use and applications. There are however a lot of countries, some even in Europe, 

where these types of equipment are not often taken into consideration when designing a 

building because of the lack of studies, information, available and successful examples and 

lack of cost analyses. 

 

Geothermal energy is the energy of the earth, which, like solar energy and wind, is a renewable 

energy. The principle of geothermal energy is to extract heat from the earth by drawing the hot 

water from the ground. Considering the fact that the amount of heat stored in the earth's crust is 

considerable, geothermal resources represent an almost inexhaustible energy stock. 

Geothermal energy is an energy that generates neither emissions nor soil contamination nor air 

pollution. It is therefore without ecological footprint on the planet.  

 

Ground-based heat storage systems can play an important role in reducing greenhouse gas 

emissions by increasing the use of renewable energy sources and "waste heat", which attracts 

a reduction in the utilisation of fossil fuels. A ground heat storage consists in an array of vertical 

boreholes/wells (BHE - borehole heat exchangers) placed in such a way that promotes the 

mutual thermal interaction between the ground heat exchangers creating the necessary 

conditions required to effectively store and retrieve heat. [2] In ground source heat pump 

system, heat is extracted from the fluid in the ground connection by a geothermal heat pump 

and distributed to the building. The fluid is then re-warmed as it flows through the ground. In 

cooling mode, the process is reversed. This is a renewable, environmentally friendly energy 

source. This sustainable technique can be used for cooling and heating of houses, cooling of 

telecommunication switchboards and other applications not related with civil engineering [2]. 

 

 

 



 

 

 

1.1. Actual context and Definitions 

 

Energy consumption in buildings is an important part of the overall energy used in developed 

countries. The reduction of energy demand and the efficient use of energy are often considered 

as achievable means for a more sustainable use of energy in the built environment. 

 

Ground source heat pumps (GSHPs) are efficient systems to supply heating and cooling 

energy to buildings, but their design is critical for their performance. Furthermore, their 

performance depends on the cooling and heating demand and on the environmental conditions 

[1].   

 

1.1.2 Definitions 

Geothermal energy science is the science that studies the internal thermal phenomena of the 

Earth as well as the industrial processes that are used to produce heat or electricity. 

Geothermal energy is based on the exploitation of the heat present in the underground. This 

heat comes mainly from the disintegration of the radioactive elements that make up the earth's 

crust and the dissipation of the primitive energy. [3] 

 

The temperature increases with depth: for every 100 meters, the average temperature of the 

soil rises with about 3.3° C (worldwide) [36], [37]. Clean and renewable energy, geothermal 

energy represents a strong development potential that reinforces the advantages of heating 

networks. 

 

The earth contains in its nucleus, an intense heat which can reach a temperature of 4300 

degrees (even 5000 degrees Celsius - temperature given of other sources). The surrounding 

mantle is covered by the earth's crust while the heat of the mantle varies with the chemical 

composition of the rocks. 

 



 

 

 

  

Figure 1.1. - Earth - The main layers and their thicknesses (Source: University of Gavle – 

Geothermal Energy – course material) 

 

The largest sources of heat flux from the Earth are firstly the evacuation of the original heat and 

secondly the decay of the radioactive elements. (U, K, Th). The image shown below shows the 

Earth's layers and the Earth's internal thermal energy sources. 

 

Figure 1.2. - Earth - internal thermal energy (Source: University of La Rochelle – Geothermal 

Energy – course material) 

 

1.1.2. Classification and Types of geothermal energy 

 

The use of geothermal resources breaks down into two main families: electricity generation and 

heat production [4], [38]. The criteria that serves as a guide for understanding the sector is 

temperature. Thus, geothermal energy can be classified into four categories, as can be seen 

also seen in figure 1.3: 

 



 

 

 

- "High temperature geothermal energy": ϑ>150 ˚C (used for the production of electricity / 

heating) 

- "Average temperature geothermal energy": 90 ˚C < ϑ <150 ˚C (used for the production of 

electricity / heating) 

- "Low temperature geothermal energy": 30 ˚C < ϑ <90 ˚C (used for the production of heating) 

- " Very low temperature geothermal energy " – temperature of the heat transfer fluid is below 

30 ˚C (used only for the production of heating using GSHP) 

 

 

Figure 1.3. - Geothermal categories according to the temperature of the extracted water 

(Source: University of La Rochelle – Geothermal Energy – course material) 

 

As can be seen in the photo above, for each type of geothermal energy, the temperature 

regime of the water extracted from the subsoil is well defined. 

 

Thus, hot fluids can be extracted from the subsoil in a wide range of temperature and flow rates 

and used directly for their heat content (heating / cooling) or to produce electrical energy. Even 

modest temperatures found at lower depths can be used to extract or store heat through 

geothermal heat pumps, which are nowadays a widespread application for geothermal 

energy.[5] 



 

 

 

Figure 1.4. - Geothermal categories according to the depth of vertical drilling to extract / use 

groundwater (Source: https://bit.ly/2SaCYXH ) 

 

The first two types of geothermal energy (high and medium temperature) produce electricity 

thanks to a fluid whose temperature is higher than 100 ° C. When the geothermal gradient of 

the soil is sufficiently high, wells up to more than 5 km deep allow the capture of fluids at high 

temperatures. Thus, these fluids, in the form of steam, make it possible to turn turbines that 

produce electricity. Nevertheless, high and medium temperature geothermal energy can only 

be exploited in certain parts of the Earth, which are shown in Figure 1.6.  

Figure 1.5 shows the size and components of such a system. 

 

https://bit.ly/2SaCYXH


 

 

 

Figure 1.5.- System that uses high temperature geothermal energy (Source: University of Gavle 

– Geothermal Energy – course material) 

 

Figure 1.6 - Global Electricity Generation by Geothermal Sources (Source: University of La 

Rochelle – Geothermal Energy – course material) 

 

Another concern to produce electricity by geothermal sources is that these systems require the 

rather massive installation of industrial processes. With regard to the other two types of 

geothermal energy (low and very low temperature), they are subdivided into two sub-families 

because of the different processes of obtaining heat: 

 

• Low temperature geothermal energy. The principle of low temperature geothermal energy is to 

use the hot water tables of the deep ground. For this purpose, it is necessary to find geological 

layers containing exploitable aquifers, then through deep drilling (depth up to 2 km) the hot 

water (from 50 ° C to 90 ° C) rises to the surface (see Figure 1.4 - Geothermal categories 

according to the depth of vertical drilling to extract / use groundwater). Then, a heat exchanger 

transfers the calories to a district heating network. Low temperature geothermal energy 

therefore requires special underground conditions and requires relatively deep drilling. 

 

• The very low temperature geothermal energy, which is the field of study during this work, 

exploits the geothermal sources of very low temperature, that is to say lower than 30 ° C. The 

heat sources can be either surface water (ponds, lakes, rivers) or underground water when they 

are in sufficient quantity, or the surface layers of the soil (depth close to a hundred meters). 

 



 

 

 

But considering that the use of water from the natural environment as a source of heat that can 

have an impact on the environment, in this study we consider only geothermal energy that 

exploits the heat contained by the superficial layers of the soil. 

This geothermal energy is easy to exploit in most construction projects, because generally, 

below a hundred meters deep, the subsoil is at a temperature below 30 ° C. 

 

This energy is easy to extract according to the structure of the geological formations or the 

composition of the rocks. However, current drilling technologies could allow its large-scale 

exploitation. For this type of geothermal energy, we must also mention the heat pump, which is 

an essential element of low-temperature geothermal energy, and which makes it possible to 

raise / lower the temperature level of the energy extracted from the ground up to values 

permitting heating and cooling in the building sector [4], [39]. 

 

1.2. HISTORICAL BACKGROUND 
     1.2.1. History of geothermal energy and the low temperature geothermal industry 

 

Italy was the first country in the world to produce electricity by geothermal energy in 1904 [5]. 

Electricity production began in 1908 and has increased in Italy and around the world since then. 

 

Figure 1.7.1. - first generation of electricity by geothermal energy - Italy, 1904 (Source: 

http://iga.igg.cnr.it/geo/geoenergy.php) 

 

However, research on soil heat began in the 17th century when scientists realized the regularity 

of soil temperature adjacent to deep cellars in Paris [6]. At the time, very precise soil 

temperature measurements began at the Royal Edinburgh Observatory in 1838 and contributed 

to the establishment of equations describing the evolution of temperature in the soil. A century 

later, during the 1940s, American researchers worked on a means of transmitting the heat 

contained in the soil to premises to be heated. 

 



 

 

 

As heat naturally moves from high temperature media to lower temperature media, and the goal 

is to develop a device that transmits heat in the opposite direction or to a higher temperature 

medium, research was necessary to start in order to succeed. The term "heat pump" was then 

used to describe the apparatus. 

 

Other sources [7], [40] also describe the historical evolution of the design of geothermal 

systems. In fact, they have been particularly focused on the progresses made in North America 

and Europe. According to them, the idea of using the soil as heat source goes back to 1912 

while a person named Zoelly uses it in Switzerland. It was only after the Second World War that 

a serious research movement on geothermal energy began. A dozen projects were undertaken 

around 1946 in which certain parameters of the exchangers were examined, such as the size of 

the pipes, the spacing between them and their depth. During this same time, Ingersoll (1948, 

1950, 1954) developed the theory of heat transfer of a buried pipe. This theory is still the basis 

of several buried heat exchanger modelling programs. 

 

In any case, the first operational geothermal heat pump installation was carried out in the 

United States, in Indianapolis, in 1945. This heat pump was served by a 2.2 kW compressor 

which was connected to a set of tubes buried in the ground (evaporator) and a fan coil 

(condenser) that heated the air of a building. The installation described was presented on 

October 1, 1945. During the 1950s, the first commercial geothermal systems were designed for 

the residential sector. 

 

The source of heat was then most often groundwater, hence the name of "Ground Water Heat 

Pump" (GWHP). Then, from 1952, the process began to expand and in 1953, 28 experimental 

geothermal GSHP installations were installed in the USA. Nevertheless, in Europe, the use of 

geothermal heat pumps began around the 1970s. The first systems were based on the use of 

groundwater or horizontal heat exchangers composed of tubes buried in the ground. 

 

But only in the mid-1980s were improvements made to the efficiency and operating ranges of 

heat pumps, combined with better materials for underground loops. All these developments are 

allowing geothermal systems to enter the market. 

 

1.2.2. Other scientific work conducted after 2000 

 

Considering the fact that geothermal exchange systems were originally developed to heat cold 

climates (the countries of Northern Europe, the United States, Canada), most / a good majority 

of studies took place in the same country. At the same time, geothermal heat pumps are also 



 

 

 

feasible for cooling buildings. Thus, given the profitability of these systems also for the southern 

countries, there are many studies under way in other countries. 

 

This subchapter focuses on studies realised only in Europe, which have connection with our 

thesis: geothermal low temperature. For example, in France there are many studies that try to 

show the profitability of energy integration in buildings through the utilisation of solar energy 

and low temperature geothermal energy combination. Among the studies conducted in this 

direction, it is important to mention the doctoral work of Valentin Trillat, which consists of a 

combined solar system simultaneously integrating solar thermal energy and low temperature 

geothermal energy study. The results are reliable / durable, especially due to the fact that 

during the research the system was installed on a single house in Savoie, France. The work 

contains an experimental study during its first 18 months of operation, showing that the system 

is operational [4], [39]. 

 

Secondly, there are many studies in Italy and Sweden that analyse the efficiency of closed loop 

geothermal heat pumps. Among the most important, mention is made of the study of the 

Department of Engineering of the University of Perugia, "Feasibility study and numerical 

simulation of a ground source heat pump plant, applied to a residential building", and the 

Polytechnic University of Torino, "Sensitivity analysis on the performance of a ground source 

heat pump equipped with a dual U-pipe boron heat exchanger". [12] 

 

In Sweden, there are many doctoral theses conducted to show developments in geothermal 

heat pump modelling. Take for example the thesis of Alberto Lazzarotto, "Developments in 

Ground Heat Storage Modelling", Stockolm, Sweden, 2015 and the work done by the Royal 

Institute of Technology, "The application of the parametric analysis for improved energy design 

of a ground source heat pump for residential buildings ", which has achieved reliable results 

and significant progress in this direction. Also worthy of note are the studies taking place in 

Canada, where a lot of work has been done to facilitate geothermal heat pump modelling, 

among which, "The Geothermal Heat Pump Systems Study", carried out by the Polytechnic 

School of Montreal. 

 

Focusing on vertical buried loop heat exchangers (a category in the context of very low 

temperature geothermal energy - closed loop), our field of study during this work, there have 

been several researches globally carried out to improve the performance of these buried 

exchangers. 

 



 

 

 

The existing literature on vertical buried loop heat exchangers deals with the subject of the 

influence of one or more of the following parameters (soil properties, properties of heat transfer 

fluid, etc.), but few studies that give an overall analysis are available. Chung and Choi [9] 

stressed the importance of optimizing the flow rate of the heat transfer fluid without increasing it 

indiscriminately. Delaleux et al. [10] have simulated how super-conductive grouts / fillers can 

improve the heat exchange capacity of a BHE - borehole heat exchanger. 

 

Michopoulos and Kiriakis [11] have studied the correlation between the length of the borehole 

and the total cost of life of the installation (installation and maintenance), by developing a 

method to optimize the length of the boreholes to be drilled. Various works deal with the 

beneficial effect of groundwater flow on heat exchange in closed-loop geothermal power plants 

[10,11]. 

Recently, Casasso and Sethi [12] conducted an in-depth study of vertical U-pipe buried loop 

heat exchangers, evaluating the relative influence of the main design parameters and the main 

thermo-hydrogeological properties of the soil on operating fluid temperatures and therefore on 

the energy consumption of the heat pump. 

 

The research presenting all the studies carried out to develop the vertical buried loop heat 

exchangers, A.Casasso [12] concentrates on a vertical buried loop heat exchanger with double 

U pipe, with the aim of evaluating the margins of improvement of the efficiency of design and 

installation and the margins of uncertainty caused by imprecise knowledge of the physical 

properties of the soil. 

 

1.2.3. The next steps towards geothermal energy. 

To emphasize the importance and feasibility of these systems, research is needed to develop 

systems with closed circuit / loop geothermal heat pumps. (to develop the exploitation of this 

type of renewable energy.) Thus, if the benefits of using these systems and implicitly 

geothermal renewable energy are highlighted, the implementation of these systems in 

residential buildings, and beyond, would be easier and faster to achieve at a lower cost. much 

larger scale. 

 

Indeed, more studies are needed in the following areas: 

• Exploration and Investigation Technology: Probability improvement of finding an unknown 

geothermal reservoir and better characterizes the known reservoir, optimizing exploration and 

modelling of the subsoil before drilling. Also require clear terminology, methodology and 

guidelines for geothermal potential assessment. This will result in an increased success rate. 



 

 

 

• Drilling technology: improvements to conventional drilling approaches such as more robust 

drills, improved cementing techniques, improved sensors, electronic sensors capable of 

operating at higher temperatures in bottom tools, revolutionary improvements. This will reduce 

drilling costs and provide access to deep, warm regions. 

• Power conversion technology: heat transfer performance improvements for low temperature 

fluids, development of plant design with high efficiency and low parasite losses. This will 

increase the resource base available for huge low-temperature regions, not just those with 

favourable geological conditions. 

 

1.3 AIM AND RESEARCH PROCEDURE OF THE WORK/CASE STUDY 
 

This thesis aims to contribute to the development of thermal modelling of closed loop 

geothermal heat pump systems. In order to develop the implementation of a relatively new 

system such as geothermal heat pumps in Romania e.g., it is necessary to prove its 

advantages over other existing systems. 

 

This project presents in the case study a procedure for determining properties. This paper 

presents the procedure (a case study) to develop / present a reliable modelling tool for 

estimating the thermal behaviour of these systems (GSHP - geothermal heat pump) 

considering that these tools are very important to build facilities producing / achieving economic 

performance compatible with what is expected during the design phase. 

  

To do this, an energy-efficient house (EFden House - an active single-family dwelling that was 

designed and built in Bucharest for academic purposes) is being analysed. The EFdeN house 

is an active house that produces more energy than it consumes (positive annual report) and 

reaches the interior comfort parameters corresponding to a green, comfortable building. 

 

In addition, the house has a ground floor of 96 m², a usable area of 133 m² and has been 

designed to meet national (Romanian), European and French norms and standards. Thus, 

various simulations were carried out on the house EFden by using various tools of advanced 

modelling, among which Design Builder and EED (Earth Energy Designer). Also, for sizing the 

length of BHE’s an Excel spread sheet has been designed and used using ASHRAE method.  

The simulations are based on different types of pumps, different types of soils and different 

types of vertical forage. 

 

Finally, relations between the results obtained in the framework of the simulations made with 

the DesignBuilder software are proposed, the simulations made with the EED (Earth Energy 



 

 

 

Designer) software and the sizing results of the wells / boreholes using an Excel file (ASHRAE 

method) are proposed. If the relationships obtained are reliable and durable, they can be used 

for geothermal system design with GSHP. 

 

To show the possibility of implementing for a residential building a geothermal heat pump with 

vertical drilling (a closed loop system) some simulations are proposed to solve all the 

unknowns. 

 

First, to meet the heating / cooling demand of the building, the architecture of the house is 

introduced in the DesignBUilder software. This is followed by defining all the scenarios of the 

occupations, the HVAC system, lighting, et cetera to give the software to return the correct 

needs in heating and air conditioning. 

 

The HVAC system contains a geothermal heat pump with vertical drilling which aims to provide 

the need for heating and cooling of the building but not the supply of domestic hot water. With 

regard to the HVAC system that is introduced in the context of simulations in Design Builder, 

some input data are needed, among the type and power of heat pump, the vertical drilling 

length, the number of vertical wells and other data concerning the thermal conductivity of the 

soil, pipe, filling material, and so on. 

 

To introduce all these data, it is needed to size the network of vertical wells needed for the 

analysed building. To do this, two methods are available: either using a software (EED) to size 

the system (the length of the wells), or a spreadsheet in Excel build by the researcher 

(according to a procedure that will be presented later in this article). 

 

In order to ensure that the results obtained are reliable, it was decided to use both methods to 

facilitate the verification of the dimensioned system. All the results obtained and other details 

concerning the simulation procedure of the system analysis are presented in chapter 4 of this 

study. 

 

1.4. GEOTHERMAL ENERGY WORLDWIDE 

The development of the geothermal sector is not widespread around the world because of 

several factors, among them: global geothermal resources, the geothermal field and the 

temperature gradient of each zone. 

For the generation of heat by geothermal sources, Figure 1.7 shows the most developed areas 

that use geothermal energy to heat buildings. 



 

 

 

 

Initially, geothermal exchange systems were developed for heating in cold climates, hence their 

development in northern European countries, the United States and Canada, but they are also 

suitable for cooling, increasing their profitability and their interest for the southern countries. In 

cooling mode, the heat is extracted from the building and transferred to the floor. In heating 

mode, the heat is extracted from the Earth and transferred to the building. Of course, the 

underground temperature remains almost unchanged (or very slightly depending on the depth), 

but the temperature of the room is what changes. 

 

The two factors that condition the development of geothermal energy, the geothermal 

resources and the temperature gradient are now treated. 

The geothermal field is highlighted in Figures 1.8 and 1.9 which show the geothermal resources 

worldwide. 

 

 

Figure 1.8. - Global geothermal resources (Source: University of La Rochelle – Geothermal 

Energy – course material) 

 

In the photo shown above we can see three different areas describing the following: 

Red - (•) Areas favourable to the development of high temperature geothermal energy (tectonic 

and active volcanic regions emerged) 

Green - (•) Low temperature geothermal (sedimentary basins) 

Grey - (•) Very low temperature geothermal (crystalline base) 

 



 

 

 

 

Figure 1.9A - Global Geothermal Resources (Source: University of La Rochelle – Geothermal 

Energy – course material) 

 

 

Figure 1.9.b - European geothermal resources (Source: University of La Rochelle – Geothermal 

Energy – course material) 

 

Referring to the temperature gradient, the temperature increases with depth: for every 100 

meters, the average temperature of the soil rises with about 3.3 ° C (worldwide). 

Other sources give a difference of 1 ° C for a crust thickness of 25m, ie 180 ° C for 12km. 



 

 

 

Even if, at the global level, the temperature gradient is given as 3.3 ° C, it differs for each 

country or even each zone, especially in the tectonic and volcanic zones. To emphasize this, 

some values of the temperature gradient are given in figure 1.10. 

 

 

Figure 1.10. - Temperature gradient for some areas (Source: University of La Rochelle – 

Geothermal Energy – course material) 

 

Next, images 1.11 and 1.12 present the countries that are exploiting and using the most 

efficient geothermal renewable energy. 

 

In Figure 1.11, it is possible to see that, referring to world production, the United States ranks 

first, producing almost a third of the world total. The second place is occupied by Philippines, 

which is in one of the areas conducive to the development of geothermal high temperature 

(tectonic regions and active volcanic emerged). 

 

 

 

Figure 1.11. - Countries that use the largest portions of geothermal energy globally (relative to 

world production) (percentage classification) (Source: University of La Rochelle – Geothermal 

Energy – course material) 

 



 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1.12. - Countries using the most geothermal renewable energy (compared to national 

energy production) (percentage classification)  

 

When referring to national energy production, it can be observed that the Philippines and 

Iceland are taking advantage of their geothermally rich areas, and thus provide a high 

percentage of renewable energy by meeting a large part of their needs. by geothermal sources. 

In these countries, geothermal energy accounts for almost 20% of their national energy 

production. 

 

CHAPTER 2 - "VERY LOW TEMPERATURE GEOTHERMAL ENERGY" AND 

UTILISATION OF GROUND  SOURCE HEAT PUMPS 
 

2.1. CLASSIFICATION AND TYPES OF VERY LOW TEMPERATURE GEOTHERMAL ENERGY 

 

When using very low temperature geothermal energy for heat production there are two types of 

systems: 

  a) Closed loop systems 

Ground-coupled system in which a plastic pipe (usually HDPE) is placed in the ground 

horizontally at a depth of 1 to 2 m or vertically in a borehole to a depth of between 50 and 250 

m. A water-antifreeze solution (or refrigerant fluid in some cases) circulates through the pipe 

collecting the heat of the ground in winter and possibly rejecting the heat on the ground in 

summer. 

 



 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2.1. - Very low temperature geothermal energy - Closed loop systems (Source: 

https://bit.ly/2yW1jrp ) 

 

Figure 2.1.2- Heat production by geothermal sources (very low temperature geothermal energy 

- BTES borehole thermal energy storage) (Source: https://bit.ly/2yW1jrp ) 

 

b) Open loop systems 

It uses groundwater or lake water as a source of heat in a heat exchanger and then discharges 

it into another well, stream, lake or even on the ground. 

 



 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2.2. - Very low temperature geothermal energy - Open loop systems 

 

 

 

Figure 2.2.1- Heat production by geothermal sources (geothermal base temperature - ATES 

aquifer thermal energy storage) (Source: https://bit.ly/2yW1jrp ) 

 

For this study, only the first type of system (closed loop systems) will be used, a system that 

uses a GSHP (geothermal/ ground source heat pump). 

 

For closed loop systems of very low temperature geothermal energy, geothermal exchange 

technology takes advantage of / benefits from thermal energy stored in the Earth's surface 

(usually 100 meters). Up to about 10-15 m depth, the soil heat is provided by the sun and rain. 

From there, the underground temperature increases by about 3 ° C per 100 m of depth (even 

3.3 ° C say other sources) because of the internal thermal energy of the Earth (see subchapter 

1.1). 

https://bit.ly/2yW1jrp


 

 

 

 

On average, the underground temperature at 10 m depth remains constant throughout the year 

and is roughly equal to the average temperature of the site [13], [14]. 

 

2.2. VERY LOW TEMPERATURE GEOTHERMAL ENERGY USING CLOSED LOOP 

EXCHANGERS 
 

Closed-loop systems can be classified from the point of view of the orientation and position of 

HDPE buried pipes that cross the soil layers and the fluid flowing through the HDPE pipes. 

 

As a first step, a classification of the buried heat exchangers will be carried, from the point of 

view of the fluid flowing through pipes. This will be followed by a distinction between direct 

expansion systems or with a heat transfer fluid. 

 

In geothermal heat pump systems that use the soil layers, high density polyethylene (HDPE) 

pipes are buried in the ground and carry either a coolant or directly the cooling fluid of the heat 

pump, in which case it refers about direct expansion systems. 

 

The use of a heat transfer fluid makes it necessary to use a circulation pump to circulate the 

fluid between the heat pump and the underground loop and requires a higher compression ratio 

in the heat pump in order to reach sufficient temperature differences in the heat transfer chain 

(from the refrigerant to the intermediate fluid in the soil [16]. 

 

On the other hand, the direct expansion systems have some advantages such as operation 

without intermediate fluid, without heat exchanger between the refrigerant and the intermediate 

fluid and without circulation pump for buried exchangers. However, even if it results in improved 

heat transfer and greater thermodynamic efficiency, direct expansion systems require a large 

amount of refrigerant and at the same time they pose an environmental risk related to 

refrigerants that are not neutral vis-à-vis the environment. 

 

In a second step, the closed-loop heat exchangers are classified from the point of view of the 

orientation and position of buried HDPE pipes that cross the soil layers. There are three types 

of exchangers: 

 

• Horizontal borehole heat exchangers 

• Vertical borehole heat exchangers 

• Heat exchanger piles (or energy piles) 



 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2.3- Heat / Electricity Generation by Geothermal Sources (Source: 

https://bit.ly/2SaCYXH ) 

 

In figure 2.3 in the left part, the first 4 photos all show the type of systems that are part of very 

low temperature geothermal energy (VLTGE). Each of these three types of exchangers 

mentioned above will be analysed next.  

 

 

2.2.1. Horizontal buried loop/ borehole heat exchangers 

They are composed of a horizontal sheet of polyethylene (HDPE) pipes ensuring the capture of 

heat in the soil (see figures 2.4 and 2.5). The essential condition is that these pipes must be 

buried to a minimum depth corresponding to the depth of frost protection (for Romania, the 

depth of frost protection is between 80 and 120 cm depending on the climatic region where the 

building / site). 

 

 



 

 

 

 

Figure 2.4- The main components of a system with horizontal buried loop heat exchangers 

(Source: University of La Rochelle – Geothermal Energy – course material) 

 

 

 

Figure 2.4.1.- system with horizontal buried loop heat exchangers (Source: 

https://bit.ly/2qauP8x) 

 

Figure 2.4.2- system with horizontal buried loop heat exchangers (Source: 

https://bit.ly/2qauP8x) 

https://bit.ly/2qauP8x
https://bit.ly/2qauP8x


 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2.5- The main components of systems with horizontal and vertical borehole heat 

exchangers. Comparison (Source: https://bit.ly/2qauP8x) 

 

In general, the installation of horizontal buried heat exchangers is inexpensive. It consists of a 

simple stripping of the ground or the realization of trenches, the laying of the polyethylene 

pipes, then the backfilling with adequate materials allowing the protection of the pipes against 

the stones (to avoid any risk of punching). The installation can be carried out with standard 

earthmoving machines (digger, backhoe loader, etc.), thus reducing installation costs. If the 

installation is large and has a large number of exchangers placed in trenches, we can use a 

slicer to install them faster. However, this trench layout requires the addition of collectors. 

 

The main disadvantage of this type of exchanger is that the mobilized area of land is quite 

large. In fact, the layers of tubes make it possible to remove from 10 to 35 W / m² (depending 

on the type of soil) of thermal energy which can lead to a surface area corresponding to nearly 

twice the building surface to be heated. So, taking into account the cost of the land area 

mobilized, the financial advantage of horizontal buried heat exchangers is not really obvious. 

Also, it must be taken into account that the plot of land used by the horizontal buried heat 

exchangers cannot have other destinations (parking, terrace, tree planting, and so on). The last 

disadvantage is represented by the fact that the depth of the exchangers is low. Therefore, the 

sun, the rain and the wind ensure the energy recharge of the soil and thus the performance of 

the system is directly related to the external climatic conditions. 

 

 

 

 

 

https://bit.ly/2qauP8x


 

 

 

2.2.2. Vertical borehole heat exchangers 

 

The principle of vertical buried heat exchangers, also called well for simplicity, is based on the 

fact that below a depth of about 10 meters, the soil temperature is constant throughout the 

year. Thus, one can have stable performances throughout the operating season. 

 

Considering that the performances of these exchangers are not directly related to the external 

climatic conditions (unlike horizontal heat exchangers), the mobilized surface area is very small 

and can even be considered as zero since they can be installed under car parks or buildings, 

provided that their HDPE pipes are not subjected to excessive mechanical stresses. 

 

Figures 2.6 and 2.7 show the position of the geothermal probes and the main components of a 

system with vertical buried loop heat exchangers. 

The implementation of such a system, the composition and installation of a vertical sensor and 

all the theoretical aspects of vertical sensors will be discussed in chapter 3 of this study. 

 

Figure 2.6- The main components of a system with vertical buried loop heat exchangers

 (Source: University of La Rochelle – Geothermal Energy – course material) 

 



 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2.6.1.- system with vertical buried loop exchangers 

 

 

 

Figure 2.7- Vertical buried loop heat exchangers - Operation during hot / cold season

 (Source: https://bit.ly/2SaCYXH ) 

 

 



 

 

 

2.2.3. Piles heat exchangers (or energy piles) 

A heat exchanger pile is a variant of vertical buried heat exchangers. (see figure 2.8) 

 

 

 

Figure 2.8- Energy piles (Source: University of La Rochelle – Geothermal Energy – course 

material) 

 

 

Figure 2.9. - Principle of operation of a system of piles heat exchanger  

 

When the layers of terrain that can support the structure are at a great depth, deep foundations 

called piles can be carried out, which can be supported on a layer resistant to depth or to "float" 

in a not very resistant ground (the forces of friction of the ground on the foundation are then 

mobilized to support the work). These piles have a large diameter and, in any case, greater 

than the diameter of a vertical heat exchanger. The main function of a pile exchanger is to defer 

the loads of the building in depth. 



 

 

 

 

The idea is to use these foundation piles to exchange heat with the ground. For this, HDPE 

tubes are placed on the reinforcements of the peripheral reinforcement before putting it into 

place in the borehole (see figure 2.10). Vertical heat exchangers are then produced at a lower 

cost. 

These piles are usually built under relatively large buildings (Figure 2.8). As an example, Zurich 

Airport is heated and cooled by 350 energy piles with a diameter of 0.9 m to 1.5 m and a depth 

of 30 m. 

 

  

Figure 2.9- Energy piles - Placing HDPE tubes on rebar reinforcement (Source: 

University of La Rochelle – Geothermal Energy – course material) 

 

 

The main advantage of this system is that it is sustainable concept and ensures a reduction of 

CO2 emission of approximately 40%. Moreover, it is an ecological system and it does not need 

a permit. [19] 

  



 

 

 

 

Heat exchanger piles in a wide range of applications: 

• "Nearly zero-energy building" 

• Mainly for heating and cooling of buildings (housing, offices) 

• To be used in combination with a geothermal heat pump 

 

2.3 GSHP - GROUND SOURCE HEAT PUMP AND ITS PRINCIPLE OF OPERATION 
The subchapter starts with a description of the heat pump and its principle of operation. 

Following the definition of the principle of operation of a heat pump in general, details will be 

offered about heat pumps, which are the subject of the current study (geothermal heat pump). 

 

2.3.1 Heat pump and the cycle of operation 

First of all, a heat pump can be defined as a device which, by producing a work during a 

refrigerating cycle, draws / extracts heat in the environment and leads it to a higher temperature 

level, thus allowing its use for heating purposes. 

 

The heat drawn into the environment is specifically heat; it is unusable because of its too low 

temperature level compared to that required for conventional heating applications. This is what 

happens with the superficial layers of the soil which are at a temperature too low to heat a 

building directly, but which contain all the same a large amount of heat present at low 

temperature. [20] 

It is important to emphasize that heat pumps can switch from heating to cooling (and vice 

versa) simply by the action of a reversing valve. (See Figures 2.11 and 2.13) 

 

Figure 2.10 - Heat Pump - System Components (Source : https://bit.ly/2CyIrSE ) 

 

It is important to specify that each kW of power absorbed by the electric compressor of a heat 

pump gives the possibility of recovering about 2 to 3 kW of the heat source, the heat output 

https://bit.ly/2CyIrSE


 

 

 

available being then from 3 to 4 kW (or more in some cases). If we compare this heating 

system to electric convectors for which 1 kW absorbed corresponds to a maximum heating 

power of 1 kW, we can see that the yields are multiplied by 3 to 4 thanks to a heat pump. 

 

For a heat pump, the amount of energy available for heating is composed of two parts: that 

corresponding to the energy drawn from the environment and that corresponding to the thermal 

equivalent of the work expended to operate the compressor. 

 

 

 

Figure 2.10.1 - Heat Pump - System Components (Source : https://bit.ly/2CyIrSE ) 

 

 

Figure 2.11- Heat pump - Operation in the hot / cold season (Source : https://bit.ly/2S6uXTz ) 

  

https://bit.ly/2CyIrSE


 

 

 

Figure 2.12 - Heat pump - Molier diagram of a refrigerating machine (Source : 

https://bit.ly/2S6uXTz ) 

 

A heat pump works precisely as a refrigeration machine in heating mode (respectively cold 

mode). It is the heat output (respectively refrigerant) provided by the condenser (respectively 

evaporator) which is valued for heating purposes (respectively cooling). 

 

During the refrigeration cycle, a refrigerant undergoes various transformations in a closed cycle 

(see Figure 2.13). The refrigerants used transform from the liquid state to the gaseous state in 

an evaporator and from the gaseous state to the liquid state in a condenser. 

 

 

Figure 2.13 - Heat pump - Refrigerant data when it undergoes various transformations in closed 

cycle (Source : https://bit.ly/2S6uXTz ) 

 

The production of cold is obtained by the evaporation of a refrigerant in a heat exchanger 

(evaporator - see Figures 2.10, 2.10.1 and 2.13). This evaporation is an endothermic 

phenomenon that extracts calories from the cold source whose temperature falls. The heat is 

extracted from the condenser C in which a refrigerant condenses. 

 

The main elements of a refrigerating machine are the compressor K, the expander D and two 

heat exchangers corresponding to a condenser C and an evaporator E (Figure 2). The role of 

the compressor is to compress and pressurize the refrigerant by absorbing a W work. On the 

contrary, the pressure reducer greatly reduces the pressure of the fluid through a capillary tube 

https://bit.ly/2S6uXTz


 

 

 

or a needle valve, resulting in partial vaporization of the fluid. liquid and a cooling of the fluid. At 

the outlet of the compressor, the condenser condenses the steam by releasing heat (qC) and at 

the outlet of the expander the evaporator vaporizes the fluid by absorbing calories (qF) 

 

Figure 2.14- principle of operation of a refrigerant machine. COP (Source : Valentin Trillat,  PhD 

Thesis -Intégration énergétique dans les bâtiments  par l’utilisation combinée de l’énergie solaire 

et de la géothermie basse température) 

 

2.3.2. Geothermal heat pump. Principle of operation. Features of this device 

 

The geothermal heat pump uses the free energy of the Earth to provide efficient and economical 

heating and hot water production. Indeed, this heat pump can divide by 3 or 4 the heating bills 

that would be obtained using a conventional building heating system. These savings make the 

investment profitable in just a few years. 

The geothermal heat pump provides heating, cooling and in some cases also the production of 

hot water in a dwelling. The operation of this heat pump is ingenious: sensors buried in the 

ground capture the heat of the Earth. This is then diffused into the housing by the heat emitters 

(floor heating or radiators) through a heating circuit or hot water. 

 



 

 

 

 

Figure 2.15 - Geothermal Heat Pump - System Components (Source: https://bit.ly/2CZzjr7 ) 

 

The ground source heat pump (GSHP) is economically and ecologically beneficial for heating 

and cooling buildings, provided that the long-term sustainability of the thermal operation of the 

soil is ensured. In particular, the performance of a buried loop heat exchanger / closed loop heat 

exchanger (BHE) strongly depends on the geometric and physical properties of its components 

and the thermo-hydrogeological properties of the surrounding soil. 

 

 

Figure 2.16 - Geothermal heat pump - 3D view of such a system (Source: https://bit.ly/2CZzjr7 ) 

 

Geothermal heat pumps, which rely on heat exchange with the shallow subsoil, are 

economically and environmentally sustainable systems for heating and cooling buildings. 

The heat can be exchanged directly with the groundwater extracted by a well (open loop or 

groundwater heat pump) or by the circulation of a coolant in a loop of pipe (closed loop or heat 

pump coupled to Earth). 



 

 

 

 

The open loop is more suitable for large installations, while the closed loop is much more 

common for smaller installations. (The building analysed in the case study (Chapters 4 and 5) is 

a small house, so the building is connected to a closed loop system - with vertical buried loop 

heat exchangers). 

The most widely distributed closed-loop configuration is the vertical buried loop heat exchanger 

and, in particular, the version with double U-pipe. This version has become the norm in recent 

years thanks to its smaller thermal resistance (and therefore greater efficiency) and the 

possibility of a backup in case of failure of one of the circuits. 

 

The performance of a closed-loop geothermal heat pump (GSHP) depends mainly on: 

• The temperature of the coolant, which in turn depends on the design parameters and physical 

properties of the soil 

• The circulation pump, which can absorb a large amount of electrical energy 

• Terminals / heating / cooling stations and their operating temperatures 

With regard to the mode of operation of heat pump, geothermal and the type of fluid that flows 

through the pipes can be distinguished 3 categories of geothermal heat pumps (see Figure 

2.17). 

To better understand Figure 2.17,   Section 2.2  shows the distinction between direct expansion 

systems and heat transfer fluids. 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

Figure 2.17 - Geothermal Heat Pump – Classification (Source: University of La Rochelle – 

Geothermal Energy – course material) 

 

2.3.2 Situation at the world level and number of installed equipment. 

 

First of all, this subchapter presents the figures available which describe the number of 

equipment (geothermal heat pumps) installed in the world and in Europe. 

In Table 1, cumulative values (an estimate) for the number of geothermal heat pumps installed in 

each country in Europe are given [21]. It is emphasized that the situation is not updated (Table 1 

presents the figures for 2008), but these are the only data available. 

 

Table nr. 1 (Source: University of La Rochelle – Geothermal Energy – course material) 

 

 

Table 2 shows a change in the number of equipment installed in 2007 and 2008 in the main 

European countries in this respect. 

 



 

 

 

 

Table nr. 2 (Source: University of La Rochelle – Geothermal Energy – course material) 

 

 

Other sources [23], [24] give some figures concerning the number of equipment installed at the 

level of the year 2012. 

The geothermal heat pump (GSHP) has historic origins in European and US regions with 

adverse winter weather conditions where conventional systems require considerable amounts 

of heat energy to comfortably heat buildings. Therefore, it is normal for these countries to be 

world leaders in this regard. 

 

The following figures indicate that there are more than 150,000 underground installations and 

250,000 closed loop ground heat pumps in the United States. The annual growth rate is 

estimated at 10%. GSHP (geothermal heat pumps) account for 63% of direct geothermal use in 

the United States, or 12,000 TJ (3340 GWh) per year [41]. In Europe, the diffusion of GSHP 

(geothermal heat pumps) is different in each country (see Table 1). It is influenced by national 

politics, energy, weather and cultural situations. 

 

On the other hand, Sweden must be given credit, or at present 95% of new civil buildings in 

Sweden are designed to use geothermal systems. 

 

In Italy too, geothermal energy could also be a relevant resource: 11 out of 20 regions have 30 

to 60% of soils with good characteristics for both industrial and domestic geothermal plants. 

Currently in Italy there are 723 MW of geothermal power plants for electricity generation and for 

direct use for residential use. In addition, the goal in Italy is to improve the use of geothermal 

energy from 0.6% to 1.2%. 

 

Perhaps the most important statistic is represented by the fact that, in 2020, atmospheric 

emissions of CO2 could decrease by 810 million tonnes using geothermal energy. 

 



 

 

 

 

CHAPTER 3 – VERTICAL BOREHOLE HEAT EXCHANGERS using a CLOSED 

LOOP SYSTEM with a GSHP – GROUND SOURCE HEAT PUMP. 

  

In the specialty literature, there are several ways to designate a vertical buried loop exchanger, 

including: vertical geothermal probe, vertical sensor or simpler well. 

 

As also defined in chapter 2.2.2, the principle of vertical buried heat exchangers consists in the 

use of the soil temperature, which is constant throughout the year below a depth of about 10 

meters. Thus, taking into account that the performance of these exchangers are not directly 

related to external climatic conditions (unlike horizontal exchangers), one can have stable 

performance throughout the operating season. 

 

 

 

Figure 3.1- System - Geothermal heat pump - vertical buried loop exchangers. Closed loop 

system. (Source : Valentin Trillat,  PhD Thesis -Intégration énergétique dans les bâtiments  par 

l’utilisation combinée de l’énergie solaire et de la géothermie basse température) 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

3.1 INSTALLATION OF A VERTICAL GEOTHERMAL WELL. DESCRIPTION. THE 

COMPONENTS OF SUCH A SYSTEM. THE PROS AND CONS 
 

The components of such a system 

The installation of a vertical buried heat exchanger consists of drilling a depth usually between 

40 and 160 m and a diameter of less than 20 cm (Figure 5). This type of drilling is subject to 

regulation and must be the subject of a request for authorization before its completion (we 

speak of Romania and France). 

 

Figure 3.2- section of a vertical buried heat exchanger in the plane of a U-shaped pipe (Source: 

Valentin Trillat,  PhD Thesis -Intégration énergétique dans les bâtiments  par l’utilisation 

combinée de l’énergie solaire et de la géothermie basse température) 

 

In the drilling is set up a heat exchanger composed of HDPE tubes in which circulates the 

coolant. It is recommended for these tubes to be placed on the periphery of the wells to 

minimize the impact of the filler and promote heat exchange between the soil and the wells [25], 

[8]. Other sources recommend all the investments shown in Figure 3.3 based on the building's 

geographic area and soil characteristics. 

 

 



 

 

 

Figure 3.3- Possible locations of HDPE pipes in the vertical buried heat exchanger 

 

The heat exchanger can be composed according to the country of one or more tubes in U [26]. 

In northern Europe and in North America the vertical geothermal probes are composed of a 

single tube in U whereas in Central Europe they are composed of of two (Figure 3.4), which 

allows a use of the well even in case of failure of one of the two tubes. 

 

 

Figure 3.4- section of two vertical buried heat exchangers with two or one U-tube (Source: 

University of La Rochelle – Geothermal Energy – course material) 

 

In figure 3.4, A - represents the tube going of the heat transfer fluid while R is the return tube of 

the coolant. We can also see the geometry of the exchanger in Figure 3.5, shown below. 

 

Then, it should be noted that the space between the HDPE tubes and the walls of a well is filled 

with a very specific material with good thermal properties that can be either mortar or sand. 

Care must be taken in the choice of its composition because it strongly influences the thermal 

exchanges between the soil and the wells. When sand is used, cementing must be carried out 

on the first meters of the borehole (up to 3 to 4.5 m depth) to avoid any infiltration of surface 

water along the well which could pollute the underground water or ground. 



 

 

 

 

Figure 3.5- Geometry of the exchanger - screenshot of the PredimCSGV tool [29] 

 

If the ground is covered by one or more groundwater flows, it may even be advisable to use 

only mortar over the entire height of the well to avoid any risk of water migrations in the subsoil 

along this one [27]. Kavanaugh and Allan [28] advise the use of simple siliceous sand when 

there is no risk of water migration into the soil, such as when the soil is rocky and dry. 

 

In addition, the thermal conductivity of siliceous sand can reach an interesting value (2.6 W / 

mK) close to the conductivity of a thermally improved mortar composed of 24% cement, 15% 

water and 61% sand (2.5 W / mK). 

 

Advantages. disadvantages 

Vertical sensors, which use the stock of calories contained in the soil at medium depth through 

a "geothermal probe" however have several advantages and disadvantages. 

With regard to the disadvantages of these vertical exchangers, the major disadvantage of 

vertical geothermal probes lies in the cost of drilling wells which requires the use of techniques 

used in the oil industry or complex drilling equipment used in the field civil engineering that can 

be expensive. It can, however, be hoped that these costs will decrease with the use of this type 

of facility in the Romanian territory. 

 

On the other hand, perhaps the best advantage has already been specified, which lies in the 

fact that these exchangers are almost independent of the external climatic conditions ensuring 

a stable performance throughout the operating season. Then, another advantage consists in 

the field of application of the vertical sensors (individual house, collective housing, small and 



 

 

 

medium tertiary), is much larger than the field of application of a horizontal sensor because the 

surface concerned for the catchment is much smaller than that required for horizontal sensors. 

Additionally, data about the recoverable power in the ground will be presented, to draw the 

attention that the performance of these systems is really influenced by the soil where the 

system is put in place. 

 

Estimate of recoverable power in the soil: 

• 20 W / m for poor quality soil (dry sediment) 

• 50 W / m for normal rocky soil and water saturated sediments 

• 70 W / m for rocky soil with high heat conductivity [22]. 

 

Before setting up such a system, one must refer to the manufacturers' recommendations for the 

evaluation of the recoverable power in the ground and the surface of the sensor to be put in 

place, or to pass through a Bureau Studies 

Table 3.1 also presents an estimate of the recoverable power in the soil 

Table 3.1 (Source: University of La Rochelle – Geothermal Energy – course material) 

 

 

3.2 STEPS FOR THE IMPLEMENTATION OF A GEOTHERMAL SYSTEM (A BUILDING 

SERVED BY A HEAT PUMP (PAC) ON VERTICAL GEOTHERMAL PROBES (SGV)) 

 

The sustainability and the economic viability of the operation of a heat pump (PAC) installation 

on vertical geothermal probes (SGV) is based on a correct dimensioning of the said installation 

according to the constraints specific to each project: typology building, operating conditions of 

the heat pump, thermo-physical properties of the ground, etc. 

For large-scale projects (probe field), proper sizing requires predicting the energy behavior of 

the installation using dynamic modelling coupled with the CAP, the SGV, and the building. 

For small projects, for which dynamic modelling would be particularly expensive, or in a pre-

study phase of large projects, various methods allow: 



 

 

 

• size or pre-size the heat pump and the geothermal heat exchanger; 

• to identify the economic viability of the project. 

 

Thus, for the implementation of a project with heat pumps with a heat source one has to go 

through 3 main steps before the installation of the system: 

A) Design as part of a design office 

B) Permit and authorization 

C) Field analysis 

 

A. Design as part of a design office 

It has already been stated that the performance of a heat pump (GSHP) on vertical geothermal 

probes (SGV) is based on correct sizing. 

Thus, we need the following: 

• Determination of soil conditions and structure 

• Identify geological problems that may occur during the drilling and excavation process 

Then, the geological situation is part of the GSHP project (SGV on SGV) which must be well 

known by the system designer (SGC on SGV). So, he must know: 

• Rock type and hardness (to choose GSHP drilling technology); 

• Thermal characteristics of the soil (to evaluate the performance of the geothermal system); 

• Groundwater status (to evaluate the operation and selection of the geothermal system's 

drilling system). 

 

B) Permit and authorization 

In Romania, for the implementation of such a project we need the following 

• Owner consent to drill, but also to allow on-site access: drilling and excavation equipment 

• Acceptance of utilities in the region 

• Acceptance of the Romanian National Water Company [30] 

In our country, a drilling authorization is required for: 

• Closed systems (closed loop) 

• Open systems (open loop) 

In addition, for open systems, additional permissions are required for: 

• Injection into the ground of the extracted water, conditioned by: the temperature, the flow and 

the quality of the water. 

• Switch to a public utility network on a contractual basis. 

 

C) Field analysis 



 

 

 

This is an important step in the design of vertical buried sensors because it gives all the 

necessary soil data in order to know the recoverable power in the ground and to estimate the 

length of the SGV (vertical geothermal probes). 

Thus, the purpose of the field analysis is: 

• Identify the geology and possible hydrogeological activity 

• Plan the appropriate drilling technique 

 

To continue, running a sample test / test probe before finalizing the project provides the 

following information: 

• Provides information on the lithological structure 

• Provides information on groundwater and its quality 

• Provides information on the thermal characteristics of the soil 

The following tests can be performed on a test probe: 

• Hydraulic test - to determine the extraction capacity of the soil water (in the case of an open 

source / open loop system) 

• TRT Thermal Response Test - to determine the thermal characteristics of the soil (in the case 

of a closed-loop system) 

 

3.3. THE THERMAL RESPONSE TEST AND THE HYDRAULIC TEST 
As for field analysis, a lot of tests and studies can be undergone depending on the type of 

project and the type of the well. 

 

A. Hydraulic test - for open loop 

It aims to determine: 

• Extraction capacity 

• Hydraulic transmissivity 

• Hydraulic conductivity 

 

Steps of the test: 

• Hydrostatic level measurement 

• Extract a constant flow of water over a period of time 

• Measure the water level reduction sw at the hydrodynamic level for each extraction flow value 

Recommendation: Use a second observation well at a distance from the sampling well 



 

 

 

 

Figure 3.6- Hydraulic test (Source: Technical University of Civil Engineering Course Material – 

Geology & Geothermal Energy – course material) 

 

The efficiency of the pit increases as the curve is straighter (see Figure 3.7.) 

 

Figure 3.7- Hydraulic Test - Results - Well Efficiency Assessment (Source: Technical University 

of Civil Engineering Course Material – Geology & Geothermal Energy – course material) 

The convex upper part of the graph helps us to estimate the efficiency of the test probe. 

 

B. TRT - thermal response test - for closed loop 

TRT is in closed circuit heat exchangers. 

Test execution modality: one must inject or extract a constant flow of energy per unit of length 

[m]. The test can determine the soil response by measuring the temperature difference ΔT. 



 

 

 

Thus, it helps us to determine: 

• Thermal conductivity of the soil λ 

• Thermal resistance of the Rb well 

In addition, it provides information to the contractor on the level of effort to execute and equip 

the drilling. 

 

 

Figure 3.8- TRT - Thermal Response Test (Source: Technical University of Civil Engineering 

Course Material – Geology & Geothermal Energy – course material) 

 

 

Figure 3.9- TRT - Results - input / output temperature 

In most cases, the test is performed by energy injection. Thus, electrical resistors (depending 

on the depth of drilling) are used and in some cases a gas boiler is used. 

 



 

 

 

 

Figure 3.10- TRT - Running the test (Source: Technical University of Civil Engineering Course 

Material – Geology & Geothermal Energy – course material) 

 

If the energy is extracted from the ground, a heat pump is used with the thermal power 

corresponding to the thermal load tested. 

TRT is a test with constant flow and it has a duration of 24 ÷ 72 hours. 

 

Test conclusions: 

The sampler test provides accurate data for calculating the heat exchanger with the earth, 

whether it is an open or closed system. In the case of the closed system, the thermal 

characteristics of the soil make it possible to avoid oversizing or to undersize the length of the 

ground heat exchanger. The test probe may be part of the drill assembly. 

 

In some cases, when the vertical buried heat exchangers will serve large buildings, the TRT is 

indispensable. For example, for field-based GSHP operations with a total probe length of more 

than 1000 linear meters, the subsurface study will be supplemented by a field thermal response 

test (TRT) performed on a test probe: This step will define the exact nature of the materials in 

the subsoil, the potential presence and importance of the water table, and the thermal 

properties of the site. It requires one or more test holes to be made [31]. 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

3.4. THE WELL DRILLING TECHNOLOGY AND THE COST OF THE IMPLEMENTATION OF 

A GSHP 
 

Composition of a vertical sensor: 

• Vertical probe consisting of 4 hoses made of synthetic materials (HDPE, etc.), inert to the 

aggressiveness of the soil and to fluids (antifreeze, refrigerant) with a diameter of 25, 32 or 40 

mm 

• Termination of the "double U" type probe, the four pipes can be connected together (common 

room) or by two U at the base. 

 

Figure 3.11- Vertical sensor (Source: University of La Rochelle – Geothermal Energy – course 

material) 

Installation of the vertical sensor: 

For the installation of a vertical sensor it was necessary to drill several tens of meters (less than 

100m in general). The drilling diameter is usually between 110 and 180 mm. 

 

 

Figure 3.12- Steps to drill a vertical sensor Source: University of La Rochelle – Geothermal 

Energy – course material) 



 

 

 

In addition, geothermal probes are tested at the factory to ensure a perfect seal. 

The probe is placed in the borehole thanks to a weight hooked at the end of it and put under 

water pressure to ensure its tightness. 

 

Figure 3.13- Installation of a vertical sensor Source: University of La Rochelle – Geothermal 

Energy – course material) 

 

The drilling is then filled with a mixture of cement and bentonite (clay allowing a very good 

energy transfer) which stabilizes the hole in its original geometry. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3.14- Steps for drilling a vertical sensor. Bentonite/Grout. Source: University of La 

Rochelle – Geothermal Energy – course material) 

 

Some tips for a good installation of a vertical sensor 

• The installation of a buried sensor (drilling insertion, tube, filling) will be imperatively carried 

out by a drilling professional, trained in these techniques. Generally, the probe must be 

provided by the drilling company. 

• In addition, the choice of the driller is made according to the possibility of carrying out the 

various drilling techniques, possibility of making a quality probe, knowledge of the local subsoil. 



 

 

 

• Another important thing is the distance between several probes. In France the recommended 

distance is 10 m, in Germany 6m but at the same time some software for sizing vertical probes 

also allow a distance of 5m. 

 

 

Figure 3.15- Drilling a vertical sensor Source: University of La Rochelle – Geothermal Energy – 

course material) 

 

Economic balance sheet. The Cost Of The Implementation Of A GSHP 

Recommended investment: Next, some prices that must be taken into consideration during a 

feasibility study for a building that is heated / cooled by a geothermal heat pump on vertical 

buried probes are presented.  

 

For orientation: unit prices in Central Europe 

• EEV (vertical buried heat exchanger with unit price (eg € 50 / m) 

• Heat pumps with a unit price (eg 800 € / kW) 

• Total investment (HVAC interior design, BHE outdoor equipment): 2100 ÷ 2800 € / kW 

  Expected operating costs: 

• Electricity consumption, electricity price (special rates / off-peak hours) 

• Interview 

• For orientation: in the current practice 2 ÷ 5 € / m2an (depending on the capacity of the 

installed heat pumps) 

 



 

 

 

CHAPTER 4 - RESEARCH METHODOLOGY AND THE CASE STUDY: 

HOUSE EFDEN 
 

4.1. PROJECT DATA (EFDEN HOUSE- WHAT HAS BEEN REALIZED AT THIS TIME) AND ITS 

NEED FOR HEATING / COOLING. 

 

4.1.1. Architecture of the EFdeN house. Bioclimatic strategies. Thermomechanical 

characteristics 

 

The designed building is built on two levels - ground floor and 2.5m ground level, with 

residential pavilion and exhibition pavilion, consisting of: 

 

a) Ground floor: slope, ramp, terrace, vestibule 4.3m2 (windfang), entrance hall 4.8m2, 

bathroom group - 2.5m2, technical room 3.1m2 electrical installations, kitchen 20.75m2, living 

room 25.5m2 (living room), greenhouse of 9.95m2, scale of 4.3m2; 

b) Floor: hall 8.6m2, master bedroom 18m2, bedroom 13.3m2, bathroom 3.1m2, lock 2.65m2, 

technical room, sanitary and HVAC 7.4m2, greenhouse. 

 

Essential building data: 

• Height regime: ground floor + 1E 

• Building destination: residential building 

• Built area: 170 m2 

• Useful area: 133 m2 

• Height: 2.5m 

• Number of occupants: 3 

• Location: City of Bucharest. 

• Cooling load (summer): 3.5 [kW] (DesignBuilder) 

• Heating load (winter): 4.2 [kW] (DesignBuilder) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

Table 4.1 

     
Footprint 
[m2] 

       
usable 
area 
[m2] 

Constructed 
area [m2] 

Heated 
surface 
[m2] 

Volume 
conditioned 
[m3] 

Total 
volume 
[m3]  

96 133 170 118 200 400 

 

 

A distinctive feature of the construction is the integration of the greenhouse with the bioclimatic 

role. It will be partially integrated into the construction. The heart of the house, unlike the white 

volume introverted, is the green space encapsulated in the module of the greenhouse. It is also 

an oasis, a part of the house with multiple functions, as well as the gardens of individual 

dwellings in the past. From a decorative function to the possibility of gardening, from a place of 

relaxation to a place of social interaction, the greenhouse offers a range of uses adaptable to 

the needs of the inhabitants [32]. 

 

 

Figure 4.1- EFdeN House – FIRST FLOOR PLAN 



 

 

 

 

Figure 4.2- EFdeN House – second floor plan 

 

 

 

Figure 4.3- EFdeN House - A section of the terrace 

 

Bioclimatic strategies 

The process of creating the solar architecture is determined by certain bioclimatic strategies 

essential to the project. The first step in this direction is the simple shape of the house: the 

volume has been designed to reduce heat loss. In this regard, an important point in the project 

strategy is the greenhouse. In winter, it serves as a thermal buffer (buffer) because of its 

southern orientation. Glazed glass surfaces facilitate solar gain in winter, when the incidence of 



 

 

 

sunlight is low. Also, in winter, the greenhouse will provide preheated air that will be used in the 

home's heating system. 

 

Construction materials. Thermo technical characteristics of the building envelope 

By thinking of sustainable solutions over time to create a minimalist architecture, the house 

configuration is carefully designed for advantageous lighting, for efficient thermal protection 

(adapted to extreme climatic conditions in Romania) and for low energy consumption.  

The project contains contrasting materials, plant and mineral elements, recycled (wood, OSB) 

and recyclable (metal structure, facade panels in ceramic elements). 

The greenhouse element highlights the contrast between materials, presenting the use of 

materials to regenerate spaces. The display shows the metallic structure that receives the 

vegetation and creates an antithetical image. Specifically, for a solar house, there are generous 

windows to the south and east and glazed surfaces limited to the rest of the facades. 

 

Comfort settings 

The objective of the energy analysis of the house as well as the systems implemented in the 

EFdeN house are to obtain an optimal interior comfort with a low energy consumption. To do 

this, a number of energy-efficient active solutions are needed, as well as the use of the passive 

solutions described in this chapter. The house was built for climate zone II, and design 

calculations were considered multiple destinations for this (residential building and exhibition 

pavilion). 

 

The external climatic calculation parameters are: 

A. Summer 

- Outside temperature: 35.3 ° C; 

- Relative humidity: 35%. 

B. Winter: 

- Outside temperature: -15 ° C; 

- Relative humidity: 80%. 

 

The HVAC installations (heating, ventilation and air conditioning) in the house have been 

dimensioned to respect the following comfort parameters: 

• Indoor temperature in summer: 26 ° C; 

• Indoor temperature in winter: 20-22 ° C; 

• Relative humidity: 40-55%; 

• CO2 level: ≤ 800 ppm; 

• Noise level: ≤ 25dB. 



 

 

 

 

To maintain the indoor air parameters in the comfort zone (as well as in domestic hot water), a 

reversible geothermal water-water heat pump with a high coefficient of performance (COP = 4), 

with a heating capacity 6.5 kW and a cooling capacity of 5.1 kW is required.  

 

In fact, the EFdeN house, which is already a finalized project, is currently served by an air-

water heat pump (a reversible cycle air / water heat pump with a high coefficient of performance 

(COP = 4) with capacity heating capacity of 7.22 kW and a cooling capacity of 6.39 kW). 

Additionally, the purpose of the project is to analyse how this building would have behaved if a 

geothermal heat pump had been implemented. Due to the high coefficient of performance, the 

heat pump will consume only 1 kW of electrical energy to produce 4 kW of heat. 

 

4.2 PRESENTATION OF THE SOFTWARES USED IN THE STUDY, THE GOAL AND THE 

APPROACHES METHODS 
   

4.2.1 Design Builder 
     4.2.1.1 Presentation of the software 

DesignBuilder is an EnergyPlus-based software tool used for the measurement and control of 

energy, carbon, lighting and comfort. DesignBuilder is designed to facilitate the construction 

simulation process. DesignBuilder compares alternative building designs using a variety of 

analyzes in a fast and cost-effective manner [33]. 

DesignBuilder combines fast modelling of three-dimensional buildings with dynamic energy 

simulations thanks to its unique ease of use. With this feature, it is considered a unique 

software tool for creating and evaluating building designs. It has modules specially developed 

to be used effectively at any stage of the design process. Only a few parameters provide a wide 

range of opportunities to work up to the more detailed design of the design. DesignBuilder is 

easy to use. Its innovative productivity features allow even non-expert users to quickly model 

complex buildings. 

 

DesignBuilder has been developed for use by a wide range of professionals such as architects, 

engineers, building workers, energy consultants and related university departments. Some 

typical uses are summarized below: 

 

• Evaluates façade options for overheating, power consumption, and shading settings. 

• Assessment of optimal use of daylight. Modelling of lighting control systems and determination 

of the saving rate in the corresponding electricity. 



 

 

 

• To calculate buildings in / around temperature, velocity, and pressure distribution using the 

CFD (Computational Fluid Dynamics) module. 

• Visualization of the site plan and shading. 

• Thermal simulation in buildings ventilated by natural ventilation. 

• Determine the capacity of heating and cooling equipment to include problems to assist in the 

design of HVAC / HVAC. 

• Provide materials to design meetings for interdisciplinary communication support. 

• For use in universities in energy modelling and simulation courses. 

Even if this is not the case because the building analysis in this study is small, usually 

DesignBuilder allows such complex buildings to be modeled in a simple and fast way, even by 

non-users. experts. 

 

DesignBuilder is the first and most comprehensive program that creates a graphical interface 

with an Energyplus dynamic thermal simulation engine. This graphical interface makes building 

design, energy performance and CFD simulations possible to be displayed in 3D to support the 

exam. Furthermore, the tool uses the latest version of the EnergyPlus simulation engine to 

calculate the energy performance of buildings. The resulting data can be filtered as desired and 

presented in graphs or can be exported as a table for use in other applications. 

 

For EnergyPlus, it is the most comprehensive building energy simulation program developed by 

the US Department of Energy to model heating, cooling, lighting and ventilation. and the other 

energy flows of buildings, constantly improved. In addition, it also offers many innovative 

features such as simulation of less than an hour, simulation of heat transfer zone, multi-zone air 

conditioning system, thermal comfort and photovoltaic systems. 

 

 

4.2.1.2. Insertion of the architecture of the house into the DesignBuilder software. Thermal 

zoning. The elements of the envelope. Scenarios of occupation. 

 

For this study, the building architecture has already introduced in DesignBuilder previously. In 

this initial variant, the building was served by an air - to - water heat pump (without the use of 

the Detailed HVAC tool). The goal is to analyse the option to set up a geothermal heat pump to 

see the behaviour of the house EFdeN in this case. For that, two HVAC systems (SGV on SGV 

(vertical geothermal probes) were analysed during the simulations. 

 



 

 

 

To simulate the behaviour of a PACG installed in the EFdeN house, it is necessary to first 

introduce the building architecture, followed by the adjustment of the HVAC system with the 

help of the DB software. 

 

 

Figure 4.4- The EFdeN Home Architecture - The DesignBuilder Software Interface 

 

To introduce the architecture of the house a few steps have been followed. 

1. Thermal zoning 

The energy modelling of the building begins with the introduction of its thermal zones. 

 

A thermal zone denotes a room or several rooms having the same thermo-technical 

characteristics, orientation, installations, etc. In this case, each part is a thermal zone. Each 

thermal zone with specific characteristics of surface and volume has been introduced. 

 

Figure 4.5- Thermal Zoning of EFdeN House – DRC 

 

 



 

 

 

2. Introduction of the thermo-technical characteristics of the inertial elements of the envelope 

After the thermal zoning of the building, the types of elements of the envelope were introduced 

in the tab "Construction": external walls, terrace, intermediate planes, ground floor - figure 4.6. 

 

Figure 4.6- The elements of the envelope. Example: Exterior walls 

 

3. Presentation of activity types and interior comfort parameters. Scenarios 

After the introduction of the elements of the envelope the type of room, the level of occupation, 

the scenarios of occupation, the type of activity, the consumption of water, the indoor 

temperature in summer, the indoor temperature in winter and the inner heat have been defined. 

 

Figure 4.7 - Occupancy Scenarios 

 

4.2.1.3. Introduction of the HVAC system. DesignBuilder Advanced. 



 

 

 

After introducing it into the software, the architecture of the building was analysed with all the 

other input data (the layers of each wall, the occupancy scenarios, the HVAC system, etc.).  

The HVAC system with "HVAC detailed" software function was defined in more detail, in order 

to provide the necessary data. 

 

In the Design Builder software, for a system / building that is serviced by a geothermal heat 

pump, it is not enough just to introduce / select this type of heat pump in the list of HVAC 

systems (which is made available). Conversely, it is required to use the Detailed HVAC module 

to model the system / PACG, which can be made following specific instructions of the software 

(DesignBuilder -> Help). 

 

As a first step, the tool "Detailed HVAC" was chosen and the HVAC system was then able to be 

defined. GSHP Loops - Geothermal Heat Pump Loop 

 

In the Design Builder software, geothermal heat pump systems consist essentially of two loops 

(heating or cooling only) or three loops (combined heating and cooling).  

 

 

 

In this case, these 3 loops are necessary to represent the heat pump system: 

• HW loop (for heating applications) - Hot water loop (water-to-water heat pump heating) 

• CHW loop (for cooling applications) - Chilled water loop (water-to-water heat pump cooling) 

• Condenser loop - Ground heat exchanger loop (exchange of heat with the ground via surface 

or vertical borehole types) 

 

Figure 4.8- Design Builder - Detailed HVAC - the loops of a PACG 

 

 



 

 

 

4.2.1.3.1. Sizing procedure / introduce a PACG given by the DesignBuilder software 

Afterwards, to obtain exact results, the following steps were taken: 

 

GSHP Case Study 

First, create a building model, and then follow the steps below to install a heat pump system 

(GSHP), using vertical boreholes to provide heating through the heated floors and cooling 

through the cold beams. 

 

1. Perform designBuilder heating design calculation, get the maximum heating load. 

In this case, the maximum heating load is 4.2 kW. 

 

Figure 4.9- Design Builder - GSHP Case Study - Step 2 

2. DesignBuilder cooling design calculation is performed, obtain the maximum cooling load. 

In this case, the maximum cooling load is 3.5 kW. 

 

Figure 4.10- Design Builder - GSHP Case Study - Step 2 

 

3. A detailed HVAC system is created for the geothermal heat pump model. 

The layout below shows a typical heating and cooling application. This was loaded with the 

HVAC template (GSHP - Heated Floor and Beams), but a similar layout can be created from 

scratch, depending on a particular configuration 



 

 

 

 

Figure 4.11- Design Builder - GSHP Case Study - Step 3 

4. Define the heating component data of the heat pump. 

A heat pump model is loaded (DesignBuilder makes available a wide range of heat pumps), 

choosing the nominal heating capacity of the heat pump and respecting the condition of being 

larger than the rated heating load calculated in step 1. 

 

In the first simulation, a heat pump with 6.5 kW was selected to meet the maximum heating 

load of 4.2 kW, giving a certain reserve capacity. The alternative is to create clean heating 

compressor heating capacity coefficients and power coefficients, as well as nominal flow rates, 

nominal heat capacity, and nominal cooling power consumption from the catalogue data. 

 

Figure 4.12- Design Builder - GSHP Case Study - Step 4 



 

 

 

 

Note that the nominal flow rate on the load side of the selected heat pump is 0.00023 m3 / s. 

 

5. Define the cooling component data of the heat pump. 

A heat pump model is loaded from the model, using the heat pump rated heat capacity data, to 

match the heat pump with the rated cooling load calculated in step 2. In the example above, a 

heat pump with 5.1 kW has been selected to meet the maximum cooling load of 3.5 kW with 

spare capacity. 

 

6. Define the data of the soil heat exchanger. 

The ground heat exchanger dialog is opened, and the quick sizing table is used to decide which 

model to load. If 4 holes are selected in the table, they can respond to a load of 10 kW. 

Rounding design heating and cooling loads from 4.5 kW to 10 kW is really a lot. Thus, other 

tools have been used to dimension the length of the vertical sensors. (Excel tool - ASHRAE 

method and EED software). Thus, it can be observed that 1 drilling is necessary to meet the 

necessary load combination. 

Both the nominal flow and the maximum flow rate are changed to 0.00046, which is the sum of 

0.00023 + 0.00023, respectively, for the heat pump heating and cooling components of the heat 

pump. Refer to steps 4 and 5. 

 

Figure 4.13- Design Builder - GSHP Case Study - Step 6 

 

7. Set the flow rate of the condenser loop. 

The maximum loop rate of the automatic size is changed to 0.00046, the same as (or larger 

than) the ground heat exchanger flow rate derived in step 6. 



 

 

 

 

Figure 4.14- Design Builder - GSHP Case Study - Step 7 

 

8. Turn on the internal source of soil to apply the underfloor heating system 

 

Figure 4.14.1 - Design Builder - GSHP Case Study - Step 8 

 

9. Run the simulation and check the results (see Chapter 5). 

 

4.2.1.3.2. Schematic diagrams analysed during the simulations 

For this study, the building architecture was already introduced in DesignBuilder. In this initial 

variant, the building was served by an air - to - water heat pump (without the use of the Detailed 

HVAC tool). The goal was to analyse the option to set up a geothermal heat pump to see the 

behaviour of the house EFdeN in this case. For that, two HVAC systems (SGV on SGV (vertical 

geothermal probes) were analysed during the simulations. 



 

 

 

 

Figure 4.15- Design Builder - Detailed HVAC - heat pump - two loops (heating or cooling only) 

In this case, the heating is done through the heated floors 

 

 



 

 

 

Figure 4.16- Design Builder - Detailed HVAC - Heat Pump - Three Loops (Heating and Cooling) 

In this case, the heating is done through the heated floors and the cooling through the cold 

beams. 

 

4.2.2 EED (earth Energy Designer) 
 

 4.2.2.1 Presentation of the software 

 Earth Energy Designer (EED) is a software for the design of vertical boreholes as a heat 

exchanger for a heat pump. 

 

 

Figure 4.17 - Vertical Drilling Network Displayed by EED Software (Source: 

https://buildingphysics.com/eed-2/ ) 

 

In addition, EED is a PC program for the design of vertical heat exchangers. Its ease of use, 

short learning curve, fast calculation times and inherent databases make EED a useful tool in 

everyday engineering work for the design of the geothermal heat pump system. thermal 

storage. In very large and complex tasks, EED allows you to recover the required drill size and 

layout before undertaking more detailed analyses. Even for very small plants (like the building 

that is being analysed in this project), it is worthwhile to use EED instead of the rules of thumb. 

EED manages drill hole configurations at large systems with up to 1200 drill holes. 

The EED is based on parameter studies with a numerical simulation model (SBM) resulting in 

analytical heat flow solutions with several combinations for the drilling model and the geometry 

(g functions). 

 

https://buildingphysics.com/eed-2/


 

 

 

The calculation of the brine temperatures is done for the monthly heat / cold loads. Databases 

provide the key soil parameters (thermal conductivity and specific heat) as well as the 

properties of piping materials and heat transfer fluids. The average monthly heating and cooling 

loads are the input data. The program has an easy to use interface. The thermal resistance of 

the borehole is calculated in the program, using borehole geometry, jointing material, pipe 

material and geometry. [35] 

4.2.2.2. Presentation of assumptions and assumptions of calculation. Insert data into the EED 

software (Erath Energy Designer) 

To simulate the building with the EED software you have to know exactly how much energy is 

needed to achieve heating and cooling for a year. In addition, we must also know the need for 

hot water (if there is the case to supply the need for DHW with the heat pump) and the load of 

heating / cooling / total losses of the building for heating / cooling the building. 

Then, knowing these values, we had to do the distribution of energies on each month, with a 

calculation software (DesignBuilder). 

Then we started the configuration of the analysed system, following a few steps: 

• The type of soil is chosen according to the location of the building (Bucharest) 

• The properties of the soil are chosen according to its composition (Figure 4.1) 

 

 

Figure 4.18 -EED - soil properties 

 

• The type and configuration of drilling is chosen (Figure 4.2) 

• The diameter of the holes, the diameter of the pipes and the distance between them are 

chosen (Figure 4.2) 



 

 

 

 

Figure 4.19 -EED - SGV (vertical geothermal probe). Vertical heat exchanger - the properties of 

the filling material 

 

• The coolant is chosen. For the moment we add the flow in the pipes the value that is given of 

the CAP that we chose during the DesignBuilder simulation. The freezing temperature was 

considered here, and antifreeze was added to ensure proper operation of the installation 

(Figure 4.3). 

 

 

Figure 4.20 -EED - the coolant 

• Values for heating and cooling loads (all values are obtained after building simulation with 

DesignBuilder software) 

 

• The 10-year simulation period was chosen to see how the temperature in the soil will vary. 



 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.21 -EED - the need for heating / cooling. Base load. Peak load. 

  

4.2.3. Dimensioning of vertical geothermal probes (SGV) / vertical buried heat exchangers 

 

The design of vertical buried heat exchangers can be done in two ways taking into 

consideration the dimensions of the housing / building for which the system is calculated. 

a) If the dwelling is small, a geothermal response test will increase the overall cost of the 

installation and it can be expensive by affecting the feasibility of the project. 

 

In this case, one can choose for the dimensioning of the exchangers by: 

1. Empirical method, which is a simple and fast method of vertical buried heat exchangers. This 

method is used when soil data are not well known. 

However, this method requires the experience and the intervention of actors with good 

experience in this area, taking into account that during the realization of the wells on the site, 

the composition of the soil must be checked in order to adapt the length of the boreholes if the 

composition differs from the forecasts. 

 

2. Modelling of thermal exchanges between soil and heat transfer fluid of vertical buried heat 

exchangers. This method can be used when we know more precisely the properties of the soil 



 

 

 

(either when we have the results of a test of response or when we use software and simulations 

to have all the data to do the sizing) 

 

This method is much finer and is based on the modelling of heat exchanges between the soil 

and the heat transfer fluid of the vertical buried heat exchangers. The method was used to the 

current studies. The results are presented above: 

 

a.) If there is a large dwelling, only the most precise method can be used, considering that it is 

necessary to know exactly if the floor has the capacity to heat / cool the whole house. 

b.)  Method 2 - Modelling sizing heat exchange between the soil and the heat transfer fluid of 

the vertical buried heat exchangers. 

In this case, when a greater number of vertical buried heat exchangers (vertical geothermal 

probes) are needed, the use of a response test is essential / unavoidable for the initial soil 

temperature and values. accurate for the average thermal conductivity of soil and buried heat 

exchangers. 

 

Thus, because the analysed dwelling is small, the two methods presented above can be used. 

Nevertheless, considering that the project is only theoretical and that the wells are not made it 

is difficult to know precisely the properties of the soil and to check the dimensions of the wells in 

the case if the empirical method is used. Thus, the dimensioning is based on the method 2 - 

Dimensioning by modelling heat exchanges between the soil and the coolant of the vertical 

buried heat exchangers. 

 

NB: Even if a thermal response test was not made to know precisely the soil data, the 

necessary data was obtained by using the following software / programs: 

-EED, DesignBuilder, energyPLUS (DB), weather files, heat pump catalogue - etc. 

 

4.2.3.1. Principle of modelling 

Let's first introduce the heat exchange between a well and the ground. This exchange takes 

place between the coolant circulating in the U-tubes (2 U-tubes per well) at a temperature T f 

and the soil zone, undisturbed by the presence of the well, at the temperature TS equal to the 

initial temperature soil prior to commencement of geothermal site operation (Figure 4.1). It is 

assumed that the heat transfer between the surface of the well at the temperature Tp and the 

fluid at the temperature T f is in sliding steady state because its dynamics is much faster than 

the transfer of heat between the ground and the surface of the well. 

 



 

 

 

First, the heat exchange between a well and the soil has been defined, taking place between 

the coolant circulating in the U-tubes (2 U-tubes per well) at a temperature T f and the soil 

zone. The soil zone is disturbed by the presence of the well having the temperature TS equal to 

the initial soil temperature before the onset of geothermal site operation (Figure 4.1). It will be 

assumed that the heat transfer between the surface of the well at the temperature Tp and the 

fluid at the temperature Tf is in a steady sliding state, considering that its dynamic is much 

faster than the heat transfer between the ground and the ground. well surface. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.22 Electrical Analogy Between HDPE Tube and Soil 

 

The flow φf transmitted to the coolant is given by the relation (1). 

 

φ𝑓 =
𝑇𝑃 − 𝑇𝑓

𝑅𝑏
 

Tp and Tf represent the unknowns of the expression above. In fact, the value of the thermal 

resistance of the well Rb can be calculated with the formula below. Similarly, the flow φf 

corresponding to the heat flux exchanged with the ground is known, thanks to the fact that it is 

the thermal power that must be exchanged with the ground to combat the thermal loads of the 

building. 

The formula below is deduced from the expression (2):  

𝑇𝑓 = 𝑇𝑝 − ∅𝑓𝑅𝑏 

The main difficulty lies in the evaluation of the surface temperature TP of the well which 

depends on the heat transfer in the soil which cannot be considered in steady state because of 

the great thermal inertia of the soil. 

The evaluation of the surface temperature Tp of the well is the most important problem. This is 

due to the fact that it depends on the heat transfer in the soil, which cannot be considered in 

steady state, because of the high value of the thermal inertia of the soil. 

 

 

(1) 

(2) 



 

 

 

• Calculation of Tp and L in the case of a constant ground flow 

First, we will consider a step solicitation of a constant flux that is taken from the ground at the 

well / ground contact surface. Based on the work of Carslaw and Jaeger, the Ingersoll 

researcher developed the following relationship: 

 

𝑇𝑝(𝑡 = 0) − 𝑇𝑝(𝑡) =
𝑞

𝑘𝑠∗𝐿
∗ 𝐺(𝐹0) 

 

 

Where: 

- Tp (t = 0) is the initial soil temperature equal to the constant temperature TS of the 

undisturbed soil zone by the presence of the well; 

- q is the flow taken from the soil [in W]. A positive value means that the soil provides heat to 

the well or that the soil warms the fluid, which corresponds to a heating mode operation of a 

geothermal heat pump; 

- ks is the thermal conductivity of the soil [in W / (m.K)]; 

- L is the length of the well [in m]; 

- F_0 = (a.t) / R ^ 2 - this is the number of Fourier relative to the radius R of the well / ground 

contact area 

- a is the thermal diffusivity of the soil [in m² / s]; 

- G (F0) is the transfer function between TS  TP and q / (ks.L) 

At the moment when "q" is a unitary level, we also speak of an "index response". M Bernier has 

made available the approximation of function G below: 

 

𝐺 = 10[0.89129+0.3608 𝑥 𝑙𝑜𝑔10(𝐹𝑜)−0.05508𝑥𝑙𝑜𝑔10
2 (𝐹𝑜)+3.59617𝑥10−3𝑥𝑙𝑜𝑔10

3 (𝐹𝑜)] 

 

From expressions (3) and (4), we can obtain, by identifying ∅f to q: 

𝑇𝑓 = 𝑇𝑠 − ∆𝑇𝑠 − ∆𝑇𝑓 

 

Where:  

 

∆𝑇𝑓 =  
𝑞

𝐿
𝑅𝑏

1  which corresponds to the drop in temperature between the surface of the well and 

the fluid, evaluated with 𝑅𝑏
1 = 𝐿. 𝑅𝑏 and 𝑅𝑏 , the thermal resistance [in mK / W] corresponding to 

the unit well length; 

 

(4) 

(3) 

(5) 



 

 

 

𝑇𝑠 =  
𝑞

𝑘𝑠.𝐿
𝐺(𝐹0)  

    which corresponds to the temperature drop in the soil between the 

undisturbed zone and the well / ground contact surface. 

Considering, as a first approximation, that Tf is the mean temperature of the fluid flowing in the 

well: 𝑇𝑓 =  
𝑇𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑟é𝑒+𝑇𝑠𝑜𝑟𝑡𝑖𝑒 

2
, with 𝑇𝑠𝑜𝑟𝑡𝑖𝑒 =  𝑇𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑟é𝑒 +

𝑞

𝑚.𝐶𝑝
, obtaining:  

𝑇𝑓 =  𝑇𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑟é𝑒 +
𝑞

2. 𝑚. 𝐶𝑝
 

with m and Cp the mass flow [kg / s] and the constant pressure constant heat [J / (kg.K)] of the 

fluid circulating in the well. 

The well length can be determined from expression (5), and it will be obtained: 

𝐿 = 𝑞.
𝑅𝑏

′ +𝑘𝑠
−1.𝐺(𝐹𝑜)

𝑇𝑆−(𝑇𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑟é𝑒+
𝑞

2.𝑚.𝐶𝑝
)
 

 

To determine the length of the well, two choices must be made: the time horizon and the input 

temperature T_input. To calculate the number of Fourier F0, one will choose a duration of 10 

years because it is the duration that it is necessary to reach a kind of regime "pseudo 

permanent" in most of the grounds. In fact, we consider that after 10 years, the extraction of soil 

heat no longer has significant effects on the temperature variation in the soil. 

Everything happens as if an equilibrium was reached between the zone disturbed by the 

presence of the wells and the undisturbed zone which is a huge heat reservoir capable of 

compensating the extraction of heat by the wells without the dimensions of the disturbed zone. 

increase again. The choice of the duration therefore also corresponds to the time necessary to 

stop the expansion of the disturbed zone. Of course, for a soil covered by an underground 

water flow, the duration chosen will be shorter as the flow will be stronger. 

 

As for the inlet temperature of the fluid in the well,   he corresponding unfavourable conditions 

have been taken into consideration: 

 

1. at the lowest heat pump output temperature for operation in heating mode. -1 ° C is 

considered; 

2. at the highest heat outlet temperature for cooling operation. 

 

Calculation of Tp and L in the case of a variable ground-based flow as a function of time 

The previous situation is not very realistic because the flow taken from the ground cannot be 

constant since the thermal loads of the buildings are variable in time. 

 

 

(6) 

(7) 



 

 

 

 

 

By applying Duhamel's theorem, it is possible to calculate from the index response the temporal 

variation of the fall of the temperature time -ΔTs (t), when the flow taken is a function of time q 

(t), either : 

𝑇𝑠(𝑡) =  
1

𝑘𝑠.𝐿
∫ 𝑞(𝑟).

∂G(T−r)

∂τ

𝑡

0
𝑑𝜏 

 

This expression can be discretized as following: 

 

∆𝑇𝑠(𝑡 = 𝑛∆) =  
1

𝑘𝑠.𝐿
∑ 𝑞(𝑖𝑛

𝑖=1 ∆. {G[n − i)∆] − 𝐺[𝑛 − 𝑖 + 1)∆]} 

 

For a purpose of dimensioning the length of the vertical buried heat exchangers, it is not useful 

to consider a real thermal load profile. It can be considered a solicitation constituted by a stair 

function modelling the most significant components of the real profile. Three components can 

be identified: 

 

1. a slow-dynamic heat extraction, in the sense that the energy demand is not brutal. This is 

the annual demand, which is the amount of heat that must be extracted from the ground in 

one year. This annual charge q1 (in W) will be applied for several years (10 years in 

general) 

 

2. two other types of heat extraction, which this time have a faster dynamic. The first (q2 in W) 

corresponds to the heat demand to be extracted from the ground for the worst month of the 

year. Finally, q3 (in W) corresponds to the maximum hourly heat demand averaged over a few 

hours when the external climatic conditions are the most unfavourable for the year. We will 

understand that the load q3 plays an important role in the design, because it is the 

instantaneous power that the wells must provide for the most unfavourable conditions of the 

year. 

 

Now that the basic heat extraction methods (q1, q2 and q3) have been defined, it is necessary 

to determine how long it is necessary to apply them to be in adequacy with the actual operation 

of most of geothermal installations. For the annual charge q1 a 10-year application period is 

recommended (see previous paragraph). For the monthly charge q2 an application time of one 

month is sufficient. Thus a simulation of the extraction of heat in the soil during the worst month 

of the year was necessary, with the consideration that this month does not reproduce during the 

(8) 

(9) 



 

 

 

year. And for the hourly load q3, an application time of 6 hours is satisfactory, it corresponds to 

a full load operation of the installation for 6 consecutive hours. 

It is these three thermal loads that generate a temperature difference between the well and the 

ground. 

 

 

Figure 4.23. Principle of superposition of heat loads q1.q2.q3 

 

The aim is to determine the influence of the superposition of the three heat fluxes q1, q2 and q3 

offset in time and applied to the ground during three different time intervals: from t 'to t1, from t1 

to t2, and from t2 at t3 (Figure 4.23). In other words, we first apply q1 for a time (t1-t '), then q2 

for a time (t2-t1) and finally q3 for a time (t3-t2). 

For this specific case, the application of Duhamel's theorem leads to the following expression: 

 

∆𝑇𝑆(𝑡 =  𝑡3) =
𝑞1

𝐿

𝐺(𝐹𝑜
𝑡3−𝑡′)−𝐺(𝐹𝑜

𝑡3−𝑡1)

𝑘𝑠
+

𝑞2

𝐿

𝐺(𝐹𝑜𝑡3−𝑡1)−𝐺(𝐹𝑜𝑡3−𝑡2)

𝑘𝑆
+

𝑞3

𝐿

𝐺(𝐹𝑜𝑡3−𝑡2)

𝑘𝑆
 

 

The time t '= 10 years 1 month and 6 hours replaces the origin of time (t = 0) because it is 

assumed that beyond a past of a duration equal to t', the influence of the soil on the response 

ΔT_S, at computation time t = t3, has become negligible. 

 

This principle makes it possible to calculate the temperature difference between the soil and the 

periphery of a well by combining the effects of three thermal loads corresponding to demands 

for average hourly, monthly and annual power. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

(10) 



 

 

 

 

 

With this procedure, the well length can be obtained: 

𝐿 =
𝑞3. 𝑅𝑏 + 𝑞1.

𝐺(𝐹𝑜𝑡3−𝑡′) − 𝐺(𝐹𝑜𝑡3−𝑡1)
𝑘𝑠

+ 𝑞2.
𝐺(𝐹𝑜𝑡3−𝑡1) − 𝐺(𝐹𝑜𝑡3−𝑡2)

𝑘𝑠
+ 𝑞3.

𝐺(𝐹𝑜𝑡3−𝑡2)
𝑘𝑠

𝑇𝑠 − (𝑇𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑟é𝑒 +
𝑞3

2. 𝑚. 𝐶𝑝
)

 

 

 

We can further improve this expression taking into account a possible interaction between the 

well-studied and another well, it is then advisable to decrease (or increase in the case of use of 

the geothermal heat pump in cold mode) the initial temperature of the soil. The term Tp will take 

into account this penalty, it is generally between -4 ° C and + 4 ° C. 

 

The writing of the expression (11) can be simplified by defining the thermal resistances R10ans, 

R1mois and R6h associated with the 3 time bases defined previously, we then obtain the 

following relation (12): 

 

𝐿 =
𝑞3𝑅𝑏 + 𝑞1𝑅10𝑎𝑛𝑠 + 𝑞2𝑅1𝑚𝑜𝑖𝑠 + 𝑞3𝑅6ℎ𝑒𝑢𝑟𝑒𝑠

(𝑇𝑔 + 𝑇𝑝) −
𝑇𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑟é𝑒𝑝𝑢𝑖𝑡𝑠 + 𝑇𝑠𝑜𝑟𝑡𝑖𝑒𝑝𝑢𝑖𝑡𝑠 

2

 

 

 

It remains only to determine Rb, which corresponds to the thermal resistance for a unit length of 

a well (together consisting of HDPE tubes and well filling material), it is determined using the 

electrical analogy (figure 4.1) as follows: 

𝑅𝑏 = 𝑅𝑝𝑝 + 𝑅𝑔 

 

With Rpp the equivalent thermal resistance of the polyethylene tubes and Rg the thermal 

resistance between the U-tubes and the periphery of a well. 

 

(11) 

(12) 

(13) 



 

 

 

 

Figure 4.24 Application of electrical analogy for a vertical buried heat exchanger with 1 

U-tube (Source: University of La Rochelle – Geothermal Energy – course material) 

 

 

The resistance equivalent to the two resistors in parallel is: 𝑅𝑝𝑝 =
𝑅𝑝 𝑥 𝑅𝑝

𝑅𝑝 𝑥 𝑅𝑝
 

The relation 𝑅𝑝𝑝 =
𝑅𝑝  

2
  is obtained, in the case of a geothermal probe composed of a single U-

tube. 

If the probe consists of two U-tubes (ie a total of 4 HDPE tubes), 𝑅𝑝𝑝 =
𝑅𝑝  

4
. 

 

R (p) is obtained as follows: 

 

𝑅𝑝 =

𝐼𝑛(
𝐷𝑝𝑜

𝐷𝑝𝑖
)

2𝜋𝑘𝑝
+

1

𝜋𝐷𝑝𝑖ℎ𝑖
 

 

kp = thermal conductivity of HDPE pipes [m] 

-Dpo = outer diameter of HDPE tubes [m] 

-Dpi = internal diameter of the HDPE tubes [m] 

-hi = convective exchange coefficient between the fluid and the HDPE tube [W / m2.K]. 

 

The thermal resistance between the tubes and the periphery of the well is obtained as follows 

[16]: 

 

(14) 

(15) 



 

 

 

𝑅𝑔𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑡 =
1

𝑘𝑔𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑡 𝑋 𝛽0𝑥(
𝑑

𝐷
𝑝0

)𝛽1
 

With the following perimeters: 

- kgrout: thermal conductivity of the mortar including the two HDPE tubes [W / m.K] 

-d: outer diameter of HDPE tubes [m] 

- β0, β1: are respectively 17.44 and -0.6052 [59], they are form factor coefficients that 

correspond to the B configuration of the position of the HDPE tubes in the wells (figure 4.4). 

This configuration corresponds to the current sizing case. 

 

 

Figure 4.25 Possible configurations of the position of HDPE tubes in vertical buried heat 

exchangers 

Therefore, Rpp and R(g) needed to calculate R(b) in relation (14). The calculation of the length 

of a well can therefore be performed with the expression (13). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

(16) 



 

 

 

CHAPTER 5 - RESULTS 
 

5.1. DESIGN BUILDER 

5.1.1 Simulation results, Conclusions and perspectives 
 

The desiderata of the simulations contain several aspects: 

I. First of all we want to make a comparison between the types of the HVAC systems described 

in the chapter above (4.2.1.3.2.) (HVAC - GSHP / the system with three loops: condensate 

loop, HW and CHW loops and GSHP / the system with two "loops": condensate loop and HW 

(only heating - without heating batteries / indoor air cooling)). 

 

II. In a second step we want to make a comparison for the systems / buildings heated / air-

conditioned by a geothermal pump with geothermal wells (vertical geothermal probes) by 

analysing different types of soil, different conductivities for pipes, different filling materials, 

different length and number of wells. 

 

- III. Finally, we can try to make a comparison for the house EfDEN with regard to the HVAC 

systems (water-air heat pump used in the initial variant and PACG water-water (geothermal 

pump on vertical geothermal wells, in the context or such a system could not be considered in 

the initial design phase)). 

In the Design Builder software, two predefined models of the Detailed HVAC module were 

used. Thus, the results for the two analysed systems are presented: 

 

 

A. At first, the system with three loops was analysed: condense loop, HW and CHW loops. 

The system is composed by a geothermal heat pump (water - water) which is the thermal agent 

for heating / air conditioning and after we have the terminal units for each room: Heated floor 

and Beams cold - batteries for hot / cold air 



 

 

 

 

Figure 5.1. The HVAC system 

 

In this simulation we chose a single well that will serve the heat pump described in Figure 5.2. 

The well contains vertical geothermal probe in double U-tube. 

 

 

Figure 5.2. Data concerning the vertical buried heat exchanger 

 



 

 

 

 

Figure 5.3. Geothermal heat pump data 

 

In this variant there is a supply of fresh air to heat / cool the building. Therefore, the need for 

heating / cooling is higher than the need in the initial variant. 

 

The results: COP of the analysed system: 

 

CCOP heating  33.14 

CCOP cooling  44.07 

 

The values of COP are not low, but the system consumes much more energy than the initial 

analysis system (air-water PAC). The system envisaged in the first phase is not very efficient 

and the consumption of electricity to heat / cool the building is high. 

 

Table 5.2 System Loads - First Variant 

Date/Time 
Sensible 
Cooling 

AHU 
Heating 

Total 
Cooling 

Radiant + 
Convective 
Heating 

Heat 
Recovery 
Sensible 
Heating 

Heat 
Recovery 
Total 
Heating 

Heat 
Recovery 
Sensible 
Cooling 

Heat 
Recovery 
Total 
Cooling 

Total 
heating 

  kWh kWh kWh kWh kWh kWh kWh kWh kWh 

01/01/2002 0 500.2 0 739.455 1074.08 1074.083 0 0 1239.7 

02/01/2002 0 443.3 0 364.881 821.085 821.0854 0 0 808.19 

03/01/2002 0 464.58 0 164.518 631.049 631.0486 0 0 629.1 

04/01/2002 -156.55 254.254 -156.55 0 375.431 375.4307 -0.01665 -0.01665 254.25 

05/01/2002 -255.72 104.911 -256.8 0 249.491 249.4905 -32.9175 -32.9175 104.91 

06/01/2002 -391.06 6.87351 -430.24 0 182.839 182.839 -63.7427 -63.7427 6.8735 

07/01/2002 -517.46 0 -589.55 0 140.568 140.568 -108.601 -108.601 0 



 

 

 

08/01/2002 -465.84 7.59344 -519.95 0 162.967 162.9671 -104.186 -104.186 7.5934 

09/01/2002 -279.56 96.3433 -281.83 0 280.655 280.6546 -16.5542 -16.5542 96.343 

10/01/2002 0 266.832 0 92.3211 493.604 493.6039 -1.60339 -1.60339 359.15 

11/01/2002 0 454.067 0 408.371 608.326 608.3256 0 0 862.44 

12/01/2002 0 512.09 0 619.272 914.652 914.6519 0 0 1131.4 

 -2066.2 3111.06 -2234.9 2388.82 5934.75 5934.748 -327.621 -327.621 5499.8 

 

 

heating 
design 

  

cooling design 

   kW kW 

8010 3480 

    

 

electricity-
heating 

KWh 1751.55 

electricity-
cooling 

KWh 548.55 

 

 

Afterwards, despite changing the initial data for the system (soil conductivity, filling material, 

number of wells, etc.) the results were not what as expected, and the envisaged system was 

less efficient than the original system. 

As a result, other architectures of HVAC systems were considered. 

 

B. Taking into account that the system a) (with three loops: CHW lopp, HW loop and 

Condenser Loop) consumes almost three times more for heating than for air conditioning and 

that the need for heating is four times greater than the need to air-condition the building, we 

made a simulation taking into account a model with two loops: HW loop and condense Loop 

(which analyzes only the heating of the building) 

 



 

 

 

 

Figure 5.3. The HVAC system - variant B 

 

Figure 5.4. Data concerning the vertical buried heat exchanger 

 



 

 

 

 

Figure 5.5. Geothermal heat pump data 

 

Table 5.3 

Date/Time 
Radiant + Convective 
Heating 

  kWh 

01/01/2018 664.7446 

02/01/2018 257.5364 

03/01/2018 57.4347 

04/01/2018 7.026828 

05/01/2018 336.3319 

06/01/2018 167.6181 

07/01/2018 54.42399 

08/01/2018 91.24375 

09/01/2018 19.15107 

10/01/2018 33.24466 

11/01/2018 289.6831 

12/01/2018 632.8055 

 2611.244598 

 

The results: COP of the analysed system 

 

Table number 5.4 

Electricity - 
heating 

KWh 773.91 

COP   3.4 

 

COP values are not low, but the system still consumes some electricity than the original 

system (EFdeN house actually with air / water PAC). 



 

 

 

5.1.2 Simulation results. The influence of some parameters 

In a second step, a comparison for each of the analysed systems (buildings heated / air 

conditioned by a geothermal pump on geothermal wells (vertical geothermal probes)) was 

required, by analysing different types of soil, different conductivities for the pipes, different filling 

materials, different length and number of wells to see their influence on electricity consumption 

for heating. 

However, the focus is on the second system, which has provided better results. 

On the one hand, the study focused on both aspects: 

• What influence does the well length have on electricity consumption and the COP coefficient? 

 

On the other hand, considering that the purpose of the study is to correlate the results obtained 

with DB with the results obtained with EED, the following aspects have also been analysed: 

 

• What influence does the thermal conductivity of the filler material have on the COP coefficient. 

• What influence does the thermal conductivity of the soil have on the COP coefficient. 

 

Study 1: First, the influence of the thermal conductivity of the filling material and the conductivity 

of the soil on the electricity consumption for heating the COP of the system was analysed. 

Secondly, for the same HVAC system, only the thermal conductivity  was changed (filler 

material and soil) to see the behaviour of the building. 

 

 

Figure 5.6. The influence of kg and ks on COP - The three scenarios analysed 

 



 

 

 

 

 Table 5.5 The influence of kg and ks on COP - The three scenarios analysed 

Parameter 
Value 
case A 

Value 
case B 

Value 
case C 

Measure 
unit 

  

kp 0.39 0.42 0.42 W/(K*m) 
Thermal 

conductivity of   
HDPE 

kg(grout) 0.7 1.8 2.5 W/(K*m) 
Thermal 

conductivity of well 
filling material 

ks 0.7 2.2 2.6 W/(K*m) 
Thermal 

conductivity of the 
soil 

Cps 2347 2400 2400 J/(kg*K) 
mass heat at 
constant soil 

pressure 

 

Table number 5.6 The influence of kg and ks on COP – Results 

 

Value case 
A 

Value case B Value case C Measure unit   

2611 2611 2611 KWh 
Radiant+convective 
heating 

773.91 679.55 666.83 KWh Heating electricity 

3.373 3.842 3.915   COP heating 

 

Thus, it can be observed that the consumption for heating the building is smaller if the 

conductivities ks and kg have higher values. To be more explicit, in Table 5.7 it can be 



 

 

 

observed  that the electricity consumption drops with 12.19% for case b and with 13.84% for 

system c. 

 

Table number 5.7 The influence of kg and ks on COP 

 

 a over b a over c 

Heating 
electricity 

12.19% 13.84% 

COP heating -13.89% -16.06% 

 

The results obtained are the expected results because the same studies were made as well 

with the EED software and with the ASHRAE sizing method (the tool in Excel). For these 

results, see Chapters 5.2 and 5.3. 

 

Study 2:  Next, how the drilling length influences the system COP and the electricity 

consumption to heat the building was analysed.  

 

For the same HVAC system, only the length of the wells as modified, after the heat pump, in 

order to see the behaviour of the system. This time, an analysis for only one month (January) 

was conducted to decrease the time to wait for the simulations. 

Three different heat pumps were used to obtain the results. 

 

Table Number 5.8 GSHP Types 

No.  GSHP / PAC Name Performances 
Measuring 
Unit 

I Carrier 36   Pt 12500 W 

  predefinit DB Pabs 2600 W 

      q 0.57 L/S 

II GSHP Clint CWW18  Pt 6500 W 

    Pabs 1600 W 

    q 0.24 L/S 

III TONON FORTY Pt 4800 W 

     Pabs 1500 W 

      q 0.23 L/S 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

Table number 5.9 Simulation for the month of January 

  
Simulation for 
the month of 
January 

  

     

Type of 
GSHP/ 
PAC 

Radiant+conv
ective heating 

heating 
(electr.) 

Number of drillings / Well 
Length 

Difference 
(with initial 
case) 

Difference
s (without 
changing 
the pump) 

COP 

I 

664.43 122.07 2 drillings - 76 m        5.44 

664.43 125.27 2 drillings - 60 m    2.62%   5.3 

664.43 128.46 2 drillings - 50 m    5.23%   5.17 

  error 2 drillings - 30 m         

664.43 133.62 2 drillings - 40 m   9.46%   4.97 

664.43 150.39 1 drilling- 50 m   23.20%   4.42 

II 

664.43 132.97 2 drillings - 76 m    8.93%   5 

664.43 145.25 2 drillings - 40 m    18.99% 9.24% 4.57 

664.43 162.8 1 drilling- 50 m    33.37% 22.43% 4.08 

III 

664.43 167.63 2 drillings - 76 m    37.32%   3.96 

664.43 200.84 1 drilling- 50 m    64.53% 19.81% 3.31 

664.43 215.45 1 drilling - 40 m    76.50% 28.53% 3.08 

 

 

The differences are important. For the same heat pump (taking for example pump III) the 

difference in electricity consumption is 28%. However, the difference in well length is really 

important. So, it is normal to give a rather high difference. 

 



 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5.7: The influence of the length of vertical buried heat exchangers on electricity 

consumption for heating (EFdeN house) 

 

Figure 5.8: The influence of the length of vertical buried heat exchangers on the COP of the 

heat pump (EFdeN house) 

 

Study 3: Finally, the influence of the thermal conductivity of the filling material on the electricity 

consumption for heating is analysed. 

This parameter is emphasized because it is known to have the greatest influence on well length 

(see EED simulation). So we want to know exactly what is the influence on the electricity 

consumption for heating and the COP of the heat pump. 

For the same HVAC system, just the thermal conductivity of the filler material was changed to 

see the behavior of the system. 
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Table 5.10 - The influence of kg on COP 

  Simulation for the month of January 

kg 
(conductivity 
of grout) 

Heating (electricity) Difference COP 
Heating 
need 

W/Km kWh %   kWh 

0.6 187 - 3.55 663.6 

1 179.05 4.25% 3.71   

1.4 175.66 6.06% 3.78   

2.2 172.58 7.71% 3.85   

2.6 171.74 8.16% 3.86   

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5.9: The influence of the conductivity of the filling material on the electricity consumption 

for heating (EFdeN house) 
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Figure 5.10: The influence of the conductivity of the filling material on the COP of the heat 

pump (house EFdeN) 

 

5.2 DIMENSIONING OF VERTICAL GEOTHERMAL PROBES (SGV) / VERTICAL ENTERCH 

EXCHANGERS 
 

5.2.1 Results 
Dimensioning of the vertical buried heat exchangers of the EFdeN house plant by modelling 

thermal exchanges between the soil and the wells. 

The relation (12) demonstrated in chapter 4 is applied below: 

𝐿 =
𝑞3𝑅𝑏 + 𝑞1𝑅10𝑦𝑒𝑎𝑟𝑠 + 𝑞2𝑅1𝑚𝑜𝑛𝑡ℎ + 𝑞3𝑅6ℎ𝑜𝑢𝑟𝑠

(𝑇𝑔 + 𝑇𝑝) −
𝑇𝑤𝑒𝑙𝑙 𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒 + 𝑇𝑤𝑒𝑙𝑙 𝑙𝑒𝑎𝑣𝑖𝑛𝑔 

2

 

 

In order to use this relationship, a number of key questions need to be answered: 

 

a) What is the nature of the terrain? 

b) The EED software will be used to take the average soil temperature for Bucharest, the city 

where the building is located. With the help of this software we choose the nature of the ground 

and we also find the other unknowns of the ground: thermal conductivity of the soil, mass heat 

at constant pressure of the soil, etc. 

c) For which mode should the system be sized (for heating or for cooling)? 

 For heating (represented by "mode = -1" in Table 5.11) 

d) What is the number of U-tubes per well and what is the filling material? 

We choose a vertical geothermal probe with 2 U-tubes per well. 
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Nevertheless, when we will show the influence that certain parameters (: thermal conductivity of 

the soil, thermal conductivity of the filling material, initial soil temperature, etc.) have on the 

length of the borehole by making some graphs between the length of the system and the rest of 

the parameters,  the system in the hypothesis is also required to be analysed when it would 

have SGV with only 1 U-tube per well. For the filling material the following composition is 

chosen: cementation up to 3.5 m depth and sand beyond. 

 

e) What are the net losses and q1, q2, q3 of the building? 

 

For this,   a simulation of the building with the DesignBuilder software has already been 

conducted, that can provide all the necessary data regarding all types of building consumption 

to achieve our design. 

Net waste = 4200 W (DesignBuilder Heating Design). 

 

It is now necessary to determine the thermal loads q1, q2 and q3. 

 

The net losses of the building are equal to 4200 W, this corresponds to the heat output to be 

provided to the building. As part of our simplified study,  heat losses from distributions have not 

been considered.  According to the manufacturer's data, the COP of the heat pump (Tonon 

FORTY MAMY GEO 021 / CLINT CWW GEO21) (several PACGs were used during 

simulations with the DesignBuilder software) is 4 / 3.53 in heating mode. 

 

This value of the COP of the GSHP leads us to a charge q3 worth: 

𝑞3 = 4200 𝑥 (1 −
1

4
) = 3150 𝑊, heating mode), this corresponds to the maximum power to be 

extracted from the ground. The calculation of the q1 and q2 loads, the annual load and the 

maximum monthly load, is more delicate since they depend on the meteorological conditions of 

the site. To obtain them, two methods are possible. The first is to model and then simulate over 

a period of one year the building coupled with the meteorological file of the site.  

The DesignBuilder software lends itself well to this type of work, so we obtain very precise 

values if the model is reliable. 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

Table 5.11 - Calculation of the q1 and q2 loads from the consumptions obtained with the 

DesignBuilder software. 

 

Month Mode COP  
E monthly 
Building (kWh) 

E monthly 
from soil 
(kWh) 

P average soil 
(W) 

January -1 4 618.5 464 618.5 

February -1 4 283.7 213 283.7 

March -1 4 107.9 81 107.9 

April 0 4 0 0 0 

May 0 4 0 0 0 

June 0 4 0 0 0 

July 0 4 0 0 0 

August 0 4 0 0 0 

September 0 4 0 0 0 

October -1 4 59.1 44 59.1 

November -1 4 290 218 290 

December -1 4 519 389 519 

   1878.2 1409  

   q1 160.8  
 

The column " E monthly Building (kWh)) "is the energy consumed by the building to achieve an 

indoor temperature set point for each building space. (the instructions for the interior 

temperatures of the rooms are individual one of the others) 

 

Energy taken from the ground  Energy supplied to building x (1-1 / COP) 

This column is used to calculate the average power taken from the ground for one year (q1). 

Finally, the column "P average soil (W)" corresponds to the average power taken from the soil 

during a given month. It allows us to determine q2, the maximum monthly average power 

extracted from the soil that we obtain during the worst month of the year. 

 

The following values were obtained:  q1 = 161 W and q2 = 620 W 

The other input parameters are set to the following values: 

𝑇𝑤𝑒𝑙𝑙 𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒 =-1 ° C (minimum output temperature of the heat pump); 

𝐷𝑝𝑖= = 0.026 m (inner diameter of the HDPE tubes); 

-𝐷𝑝𝑜= 0.032 m outer diameter of HDPE tubes [m] 

𝑘𝑝= 0.42 W / K.m (thermal conductivity of HDPE pipes [m]) 



 

 

 

- d = 0.18 m (diameter of the borehole) 

-𝑘𝑔= 1.8 W / K.m (thermal conductivity of the well filling material). This value corresponds to the 

thermal conductivity of sand having a density of 1950 km / m3 and containing 5% moisture 

-𝑘𝑠 = 2.2 W / K.m (ground conductivity). This value is the average conductivity of the medium 

moisture loess; (value taken from the EED software) 

- Cps = 710 J / kg.K (mass heat at constant soil pressure). This value is the average of the 

average heat of the moraine and the limestone with average humidity (see appendix 1); 

- density of the soil = 2400 kg / m3; 

- ℎ𝑖= 1700 W / K.m (convection coefficient in HDPE tubes) 

-  𝑇𝑔= 10.6 ° C (average initial soil temperature). This value is obtained from the EED software 

for Bucharest city .; 

-𝑇𝑝= 0 ° C: correction temperature related to the interaction of other wells, 0 ° C in our case 

because the two EGV are installed at least 5 m from each other; 

Flow rate of the coolant in the wells = 876 kg / h; (the heat pump chosen during the simulations 

with DesignBuilder has a flow rate of 0.24 l / s) 

-Heat mass at constant pressure of the coolant (35% ethanol concentrate): 4030 J / kg.K. 

Values were derived from the following parameters: 

- 𝑅𝑏= 0.112 m.K / W (thermal resistance of the well); 

- 𝑇𝑤𝑒𝑙𝑙 𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒 = T_ (input) .q_3 / (m.C_p) = 2.26 ° C (outlet temperature of the wells); 

- α  = 0,03819.10-4P      m²/s (thermal diffusivity of soil) ; 

- R10 y = 0,08 m.K/W ; 

- R1m  =  0,012 m.K/W ; 

- R6h  =  0,004 m.K/W. 

 

All these values give access to the length of drilling to be carried out, in our case: 

• The well length drilled is 39 m. 

 

5.2.2 Applications of the method for sizing vertical buried heat exchangers 

 

The excel file of this method for sizing vertical buried heat exchangers at the experimental site 

is presented in Appendix 1. It is retained that it can be used only when the thermal 

conductivities of the soil and the filling material are known precisely. In fact, the use of the EED 

(Earth Energy Designer) software which has a good database of the different types of soil and 

their properties, and which has made it possible to obtain the values for the thermal 

conductivities of the soil and the material of the earth. filling. 

 



 

 

 

As the following graphs show (figure 5.11, figure 5.12, figure 5.13), these data play a very 

important role on the length of the buried exchangers. The greatest influence on the length of 

the SGV is given by the thermal conductivity of the filling material. 

 

Consequently, if the thermal conductivities of the soil and the filling material and the initial soil 

temperature are all underestimated by 10% each, the error on the length of the buried 

exchangers can reach a value of approximately 30%. 

 

 

 

Figure 5.11.: length of borehole heat exchangers according to the conductivity of the soil for the 

building treated in our study case (house EFdeN) 

 

Figure 5.12: length of vertical buried heat exchangers as a function of the conductivity of the 

filling material for the building treated in our study case (EFdeN house) 

 



 

 

 

 

Figure 5.13: length of vertical buried heat exchangers according to the initial soil temperature 

for the building treated in our study case (house EFdeN) 

 

 

 

Figure 5.14 Influence of the heat pump performance coefficient of the GSHP 

 

In addition, Figure 5.14 shows the influence of the performance factor of the heat pump. The 

more this COP is important, the greater the length of buried heat exchangers because in the 

model, for a constant heat output, the reduction in the compressor's power consumption is 

compensated by an increase in the cooling capacity extracted from the ground. 

 



 

 

 

 

 

Finally, figure 5.15 shows the influence of the flow rate that flows through pipes of the vertical 

geothermal probes. The higher the flow rate, the shorter the length of buried heat exchangers. 

The previous graphs also show the influence of the number of U-tubes on the length of the 

vertical buried heat exchangers. 

Thus, in the general case, with a single U-tube the drilling length to be performed is 17% 

greater than when two U-tubes are used. 

The use of two U-shaped tubes thus makes it possible not only to guarantee the operation of 

the buried heat exchangers if one of the two U-tubes is defective, but also to improve the 

performance of the buried heat exchangers. 

 

5.3 EED (EARTH ENERGY DESIGNER) 
Finally, some simulations in EED were made, with the same parameters used in the simulations 

with the DesignBuilder software and the Excel tool (ASHRAE method). EED was used as a tool 

to verify other results and to size the length of SGV (vertical geothermal probes). 

Below some of the results obtained with EED can be observed: 

 

 

Figure 5.16 length of vertical buried heat exchangers 



 

 

 

 

Figure 5.6 length of vertical buried heat exchangers in the following case: conductivity of the 

filling material kg = 1.8 W / Km and without taking into consideration the maximum heating load 

 

Figure 5.17 length of vertical buried heat exchangers 

 

Figure 5.17 length of vertical buried heat exchangers in the following case: conductivity of the 

filling material kg = 3 W / Km and without taking into consideration the maximum heating load. 

 

 

Figure 5.18 length of vertical buried heat exchangers 

 

Figure 5.18 length of vertical buried heat exchangers in the following case: conductivity of the 

filling material kg = 0.6 W / Km and without taking into consideration the maximum heating load. 

In these three cases, the following lengths of drilling were obtained. 

• Bucharest kg = 3 L = 27m, kg - Thermal conductivity of well filling material (sand - 5% 

moisture) 

• Bucharest kg = 1.8 L = 29m 

• Bucharest kg = 0.6 L = 33m 



 

 

 

 

Considering that with the method ASHRAE one obtained a greater length, one will take into 

consideration the maximum load also in order to obtain the same results. If  the maximum 

cooling load as the maximum heating load was considered, the length e really higher. (see 

Figure 5.19). 

 

Figure 5.19 Maximum cooling load 

Figure 5.7 length of vertical buried exchangers in the following case: conductivity of the filling 

material kg = 1.4 W / Km. the maximum heating / cooling load taken into consideration. 

The same procedure was applied as during the sizing with the ASHRAE method. (Only the 

maximum heating load was taken into consideration). 

 

Figure 5.20 Maximum heating load 

Figure 5.20 length of vertical buried exchangers in the following case: conductivity of the filling 

material kg = 1.4 W / Km. The maximum heating load taken into calculation 

 

 

Figure 5.21 Maximum heating load 



 

 

 

Figure 5.21 length of vertical buried heat exchangers in the following case: conductivity of the 

filling material kg = 1.4 W / Km. The maximum heating load taken into calculation. 

Two cities (Bucharest and Cluj) were considered to see how soil temperature influences length. 

- Bucharest t = 10.6 drilling 44 m 

- Cluj Napoca t = 8.2 drilling 52 m 

 

 

Figure 5.22 Influence de la temperature du sol sur la longeur 

 

Finally, the conductivity of the filler material has been changed to see how the length of the 

SGV is affected. 

Data obtained:Bucharest kg=2.2 L=43m 

• Bucharest kg=2 L=43m 

• Bucharest kg=1.8 L=44m 

• Bucharest kg=1.6 L=45m 

• Bucharest kg=1.4 L=46m 

• Bucharest kg=0.8 L=51m 

 

Table 5.12 Results. 

kg (conductivity of 
grout) 

Length 

W/Km m 

0.8 51 

1.4 46 

1.6 45 

1.8 44 

2 43 

2.2 43 



 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5.23: The influence of the conductivity of the filling material on the COP of the heat 

pump 

6. CONCLUSIONS 
 

The purpose of this study was to make a link between some software to combine the data 

provided from them, tool that would have been used for easy modelling of a system that 

contains a geothermal heat pump served by vertical geothermal probes (system closed loop) 

The input data and the provided data of each software have already been defined. 

It can be seen that the software / tools, DesignBuilder, EED (Earth Energy Designer) and the 

Excel sheet - ASHRAE (sizing of well lengths)) take data from each other to facilitate 

simulations. 
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Each simulation tool gives important information for the design of vertical buried heat 

exchangers. 

 

On the one hand DesignBuilder shows the following: 

 

-How the length of well / SGV influences the COP of a system was the electricity consumption 

for heating; 

-how the thermal conductivity of filler material, soil and pipe (HDPE) (key input parameters in 

drilling length sizing with EED and ASHRAE) influences electricity consumption; 

- how the thermal conductivity of the filler material (the parameter that has the greatest 

influence on the length of drilling during sizing with the ASHRAE method). 

 

The need for heating / cooling and the maximum load for heating / cooling, data obtained with 

the simulation of the building with DesignBuilder are used in the context of the two sizing 

methods used (EED and ASHRAE), which also shows the connection of between software and 

the way in which a simulation with software helps to perform other type of simulation. On the 

other hand, the ASHRAE method, gives the necessary drilling length to meet the needs and 

maximum loads of the EFdeN house. 

 

It also highlights the effects that the conductivity of soil, filler material, soil temperature, the 

COP of the PACG and the flow flows through the SGV tubes have over the length of borehole. 

EED 

(EarthEnergyDesigner)    

 

  BHE‘s 

Length Sizing - 

ASHRAE METHOD 

DESIGN BUILDER 



 

 

 

Finally, EED (Earth Energy Designer) was a useful software to check the results obtained with 

DesignBuilder and with the ASHRAE sizing method. Thus, the same input data was used to 

obtain meaningful results. EED shows the following: 

- how heating requirements and maximum loadings influence well / SGV length; 

- same as the EED method, shows how the conductivity of soil, filler material and soil 

temperature influences well / SGV length; Thus, several cities have been selected to analyze 

also the influence of the soil temperature on the drilling length. 

 

It is recalled once again that the length of the borehole is really important for the feasibility of 

such a project (building served by a geothermal heat pump on vertical buried heat exchangers) 

because the cost of drilling is high, and it greatly influences the cost of implementing such a 

project. Thus, if the length of the boreholes is oversized and the project seems expensive to 

benefit, it can easily move towards another more economically viable solution. 

 

The results of the three programs show that the results have the same direction, the drilling 

length of the BHE  is really influenced by the parameters described above, but the differences 

(the percentages in which some parameters modify the length of the borehole) are not 

necessarily the same. (Even in the case when the same input parameters were used for 

different analysis tools (EED, DesigBuilder, ASHRAE method)). For example, the influence of 

the conductivity of the filler material is not so pronounced / large in the results obtained with 

EED and DesignBuilder compared to those obtained with the ASHRAE method. 

 

In conclusion, it is advisable to combine the results of simulations with several programs, 

because some software may have limitations. For example, Design Builder does not directly 

indicate the direct influence of changing the soil type or heat pump on the lengths of drilling (but 

on electricity consumption). Thus, the use of other programs helps to see the influence of soil 

type change on the drill length and thus a correlation between the results of different software 

can be made. 

 

In addition, using the EED software and the ASHRAE method, it was possible to correctly insert 

a drill length into the Design Builder simulation, which could have been oversized. 

 

Last but not least, it can be highlighted the importance of the work in a larger system 

perspective such as environment and sustainable development. 

Given the fact that nowadays there is a strong need for the reduction in of CO2 emissions, this 

paper aims at giving a contribution in the development of a renewable energy (geothermal 

energy, precisely the thermal modelling of borehole heat storage systems). 



 

 

 

The approach of the study is theoretically, but it has the goal to analyse the first phases of 

implementing such a project (GSHP served by BHE), before performing a geotechnical study or 

a thermal response test in order to assess the feasibility of such a project beforehand. In this 

way, if the reliability and feasibility of such systems are proven, GSHP will be used instead of 

other systems with more CO2 emissions even in countries where these systems are 

widespread. Even though the study analyses only one building, (a solar efficient residential 

house), the steps used in this paper are the same for any building. Hence, this can be used as 

an important and efficient tool for sizing a GSHP served by BHE systems, even in the earliest 

stages of the implementation of a project 

 

In this way, with a correct design of the BHE length, the cost of the system will decrease, and 

these kinds of systems could become more competitive when choosing a HVAC for residential 

heating, even in countries where these systems are not yet developed due to their initial cost. 

6.1 LIMITS OF THE PROJECT AND FURTHER RESEARCH TO DO 
 

Taking into account the fact that Romania (along with the rest of countries from Central and 

Eastern Europe) confronts with a lack of implementation of such systems (geothermal heat 

pumps on vertical buried heat exchangers) to heat / cool small buildings (compared to Sweden, 

France, etc.)), an analysis of the costs of implementing such a system is also necessary to 

show the reliability of a geothermal heat pump. 

 

An economic study showing the cost of implementing such a system for the analysed building 

could better highlight the advantages that can be obtained with such a system. Furthermore, it 

would be interesting for simulations with DesignBuilder software to compute buildings in 

multiple locations to see how soil temperature influences electricity consumption for heating. 

(and see the impact on drill lengths (using other EED programs, ASHRAE method)). 

 

Regarding the sizing of the GSHP and the length of the wells other software would have been 

used: 

 

- GLD (Ground Loop Designer) represents a good alternative and is the choice of professionals 

in more than 62 countries. GLD is the main software suite for the design of geothermal heat 

pump systems and ground heat exchangers. This software was developed by the United 

States. 

- EWS, software that was developed in Switzerland. 
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